


This year, the school’s yearbook staff chose a magazine theme. The cover and first section of the book is styled after National Geograph-
ic Magazine. The National Geographic Society is celebrating its 125th anniversary. Formed in 1888 by a group of men in Washington 
D.C. who were veterans of the Civil War, Indian campaigns, naval officers, mountaineers, meteorologists, engineers, naturalists, car-
tographers, ethnologists, and a journalist, the society’s mission was “the increase and diffusion of geographical knowledge.” They had 
an adventurous spirit and a desire to explore the globe. They mapped uncharted places and also documented the landscape, vegetation, 
wildlife and people, preserving for posterity their languages and culture. 

We, as students living overseas, find many connections between these explorers and ourselves. It is with a sense of adventure that our 
families have set out to live in foreign lands. We are exposed to many cultures and languages and have had to adapt to traditions and 
customs that are not our own. It is hoped that our time overseas as DODDS students will broaden our view of the world and make us 
better global citizens. Hopefully, we will be the scientists and storytellers who will push the boundaries of discovery adventure, and 
global problem solving. 

As storytellers, the yearbook staff drew inspiration from the photography of National Geographic Magazine. The idea of placing clean, 
simple and striking photos intrigued the members of the team. They also made this decision because they wanted to show the school 
the beauty of photography. They thought it would be important to include various photos of Naples, temporary home to most of us and 
permanent home to some of us, in order to show appreciation of its true beauty throughout the towns and cities. Each section of the 
book is modeled after a different magazine related to the subject matter of that section. With this said, we, as a yearbook team present 
the 2013-2014 Log. 
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The Woolsons attend the Back to School 
Block Party in August 2012.

WOOLSON Nancy 
& Don

Dedication

Don and Nancy Woolson 
are retiring at the end of the 
school year after more than 
25 years of teaching, 11 of 
which were here at Naples. 
Both have taught at all levels:  
elementary, middle school, 
high school, and college. They 
began their DoDEA teaching 
career in Bahrain where they 
raised their three sons:  Daniel, 
Darren, and David. 
 
In 2005, Nancy was selected 
as the Mediterranean Teacher 
of the Year.   In 2006, Don 
was honored to receive the US 
Presidential Scholars Program 
Teacher Recognition Award at 
a special ceremony in Wash-
ington, D. C.   Don served as 
the Assistant Principal of Avi-
ano High School for two years 
before returning to Naples 
in 2010.  They  co-sponsored  
the senior class of 2012 where 
they involved all facets of the 
community during the school 
year, culminating in a unique 
and memorable graduation 
ceremony.

After returning to their home 
in Michigan, they both look 
forward to a very active retire-
ment including  more travel, 
reconnecting with friends, 
and interacting with the seven 
Woolson grandchildren.
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The Woolsons were the senior class sponsors in 2012
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The People Magazine consists of the faculty and 
students of Naples American High School. This 
section also includes Trends, the Year in Re-
view, and Superlatives. 

This section of the yearbook marks the begin-
ing of the the Student Portraits

Student Life is about what students do inside 
and outside of class. Homecoming and spirit 
week explode with excitement and the students 
of NHS show their love for the school.

This Section of classes is new this year to the 
book. There were so many classes to be featured 
for their fun activities and uniqueness that just 
had to be shared with the rest of the student 
body.

HOSA was the featured club for the Clubs En-
tertainment section because it was a brand new 
addition to the NHS club family. 

Sports Illustrated was an exciting asset to the 
yearbook this year, because so many students 
are involved in sports and deserve to be treated 
like the amazing athletes they are. 

Senior AD’s include the final goodbyes to the 
seniors as they leave behind their high school 
years and expand into a new life and world 
beyond Naples.
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Napoli 
    Naples, a city that is so rich in history is often 
referred to as a beautiful woman with dirty feet. 
The over 2,000-year-old city with over 1 mil-
lion residents is at the base of an active volcano 
located in the Mediterranean Sea. This city in 
southern Italy is known for its fast paced life-
style, and its controlled chaos. While walking 
along the streets you quickly notice the pleth-
ora or cafés, pizzerias, and churches located 
throughout the city. The real excitement of 
Naples is seeing the hustle and bustle of cars, 
mopeds, and locals making their way throughout 
the city, which could be compared to as looking 
at a busy anthill. Another hidden treasure of the 
city is everyone’s passion for the Napoli soccer 
team; you can’t pass a street without seeing kids 
playing soccer or someone proudly displaying 
their team colors.

    First impressions are moments you will al-
ways remember when it comes to being intro-
duced to something or someone new. Here are 
some first impressions from students at Naples 
American High School after arriving in Naples.

     “I was really surprised when I first arrived 
in Naples. It was my first time to step foot in 
Europe and I didn’t know what to expect. Before 
I got here, I kind of thought it would be just like 
America but to my surprise it was the complete 
opposite. After my first week here I loved all of 
the beautiful sights that Naples has to offer, the 
delicious food, and the culture which is very 
different from anywhere I have been before” 
said Alli Record a freshman at Naples American 
High School on her first impression of being in 
Naples.

Photo From: Yearbook Archives
The narrow twisting roads and stunning view of the Mediterranean 
sea make the Amalfi Coast a must place to go see while traveling 
through the Naples area. 

Photo From: Yearbook Archives
The beautiful Island of Capri off the coast of Naples is an attraction 
for many tourists each year because of it’s beaches and isolation 
from the busy streets of Naples. 

By: Michael Curtin
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    “When I first moved here to Naples my family and I didn’t know about transformers so when we 
moved into our new house we plugged in our TV and BOOM our TV blew up! It was so funny and sad at 
the same time. Lesson learned always use a transformer. But Naples sure is amazing in some ways!” Said 
7th grader Kaitlyn Katz.

      This city is often overlooked as a must place to see in Italy because of the more known cities such 
as Rome, Florence, and Venice, but it should be a must see of Italy due to its rich history, culture, and 
sights, showing that you should never judge a book by its cover.

Busy street, Downtown Naples Piazza Plebiscito, Downtown Naples

The snow capped Volcano known as Mount Vesuvius is overlooked by the bay in the heart of Downtown Naples. 
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People and Culture
    The people of Naples  have a culture that is 
unique to their city and although they are Italian, 
they have their own language or dialect that is often 
incomprehensible to Italians from other regions. 
They are also very warm and welcoming and en-
couraging to visitors who attempt to speak Italian 
and they are very happy to share their traditions and 
explain their history. 

  One of the challenges of moving to a foreign 
country is learning to comply with the local way of 
doing things. This may sound like a contradiction of 
terms since the Neopolitans seem to each have their 
own way of doing things and it seems to be their 
birthright not to comply. However, even here, there 
are certain expectations from the locals. 

  Senior, Audrey Martin, describes how 
cleaning your plate is a must. “My Family and I were 
eating pizza at a small restaurant out in town. My 
brother and dad had a few slices left, and wouldn’t 
have eaten them, except the chef glared at them like 
a stern parent until they complied and finished their 
food.” Food is something taken very seriously here. 
It is a source of pride to be considered a good cook 
and it is also a way of showing that you care for the 
people you are cooking for. When you are a guest 
at someone’s table, they are eager to see your first 
response to the food. It is very important to them that 
you enjoy it. 

 There are many Italian holidays that are 
celebrated throughout the year. There is usually a 
special food associated with them and in the case 
of Carnival, fun costumes and a month long party. 
Ibraheem Shiek,a seventh grader, describes his first 
visit to Venice. “When we first got here, we were 
at Venice at the time of carnival, we DIDN’T know 
what was going on, everyone around us was all 
dressed up, and we had casual clothing, so everyone 
stared at us.”

 Another common event is the strike. In Italy, 
workers  frequently practice their right to voice 
their dissatisfaction with their employer or their 

Photo By: Toriona Farell
The pinino stand is a common sight in the downtown areas. People 
walk up and order from a variety of hot grilled sandwiches to take 
away. 

Photo By: Toriona Farrell
Shanice Alexander enjoys a slice of hot pizza from a street vendor. 
Pizza was invented in Naples, so why not enjoy it?
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working conditions. Workers from different unions often commiserate with each other and coordinate strikes. 
However, they are usually very courteous about publicly announcing their strikes in advance so people can plan 
around them. However, freshman, Lindsey Goes remembers her first adventure in downtown Naples. “We got lost 
in Naples all day because of a subway strike.” The public transportation strikes are the biggest inconvenience. 
Teachers and students have also often experienced the inconveniences of workers on strike while trying to get on 
base in the morning. Sometimes the Mirebella employees block the entrance to the base to protest not getting paid.
 Soccer is also very important here. Some people would say it’s almost a religion to the hard core Forza 
Napoli fans. Isabel Hermanson, a freshman, says that one of her favorite experiences in Naples is “going to a 
Naples soccer game and experiencing the crazy fans.”  I can be pretty wild, but the energy and excitement is 
infectous. In fact, the whole culture is infectous. Students say the longer they are stationed here, the harder it is for 
them to leave. The delicious food, the quirkiness and warmth of the people and the beauty of Mt. Vesuvuis will 
always draw you back. 

Photo By: Toriona Farell 
Scooters are a popular form of transportation on the very 
congested streets downtown. Look out when crossing the 
street!

A traditional game in Naples is to attempt to cross the Piazza Plebiscito in 
downtown Naples while blindfolded & not bump into anyone. Students try 
this on a filed trip each year. 

Photo By: Sara Mays
Street performers are still common along the waterfront and other tourist areas. It is not uncommon to be serenaded while eating at an 
outdoor courtyard restaurant.  
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Alexis Buell traveled to London over Spring Break, posing in 
front of the ancient ruins of Stonehenge.

photo by: Sara Mays 
Feature: Ancient Colloseum in Palma de Mallorca, Spain.

We are 

Brittaney Key poses in Covent
 Garden, in London.

Samuel Weitzman and sister, Lily 
Weitzman travel to Tokyo, Japan 
for the Spring Break adventure.

Austin Bain, Carina Cusumano 
and Courtney Fukumitsu spend 

their Christmas break snow-
boarding in the Alps.

Sophomore, Shea Crumpton, captures the 
magic of Paris under the Eiffel Tower in 

November 2013 while on a family vacation. 

John-Michael Spatt smiling in 
front of Blarney Castle, Ireland.
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Sara Mays riding a Camel 
in Tunisia, Africa.

Rica Staten in the City of Ath-
ens, Greece.

Emeline Hanscel in Valencia, 
Spain.

Titus & Johnnya Best at 49ers 
vs. Jaguars game at Wembley 

Stadium, London.

Kaitlyn and her brother, travel to 
the Colloseum in Rome.

Skylar Evans shows excitement 
when she traveled to Bari Safari 

during Spring Break.

 Jennifer Langstraat in Budapest 
for her Spring Vacation.

Explorers 
Living in Italy is already a huge life 
changing expirience, but the op-
purtunity to travel Europe is even 

more of a gift. As student of NAHS 
we are able to travel to many dif-
ferent countries and are exposed 
to an assortment of cultures and 
traditions. We as high schoolers 
are blessed with fortune to live in 
amazing places and see things 
that most ordinary people aren’t 

accustomed to. Every chance we 
get, we can easily pack our bags 
and fly off to our desired destina-
tions, where we can explore the 

unknown.

Samuel and Lily Weitzman show 
their expertise in cheerleading 

while in Tokyo, Japan.
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we believe in providing 
opportunities for all 
students.  These programs 
complement our 
academic programs.  
When we work together 
we can ensure success for 
all students. 

‘Wildcats’ – leading by 
example!

1212

Naples Middle High School is the ‘Flagship of the Med’.  We are striving to 
be known as the best school in DoDEA.  
We have high expectations as our students strive for success.
Our community – parents, the Navy Command – all support our programs.  
We have programs for all students.  New students are welcomed by 
our Student 2 Student group in ensuring a smooth transition into a 
new school.  Students have opportunities to participate in Europe wide 
programs such as MUN, Academic Games, STEMposium, Culinary Arts 
Fair, Scripts Spelling Bee, JROTC events, Fine Arts programs, and Europe-
wide athletic competition.  Activities are the ‘other half’ of education and 

  ADMINISTRATION                     

Mr. Werner
Principal

Ms. Williamitis
Vice-Principal

Mr. Werner presents senior, Brittaney Key, with a letter of com-
mendation from the National Merit Scholarship program, She 
placed amongst the top 5% of test takers. 

Mr. Werner introduces Ms. Williami-
tis to the student body.

Ms. Williamitis presents Ms. Lanzelotte with the “Secretary of 
Defense Medal for the GLobal War on Terrorism”

Naples High School welcomed our new 
vice-principal during second semester. Ms. 
Williamitis comes to us most recently from 
England. Before becoming an administrator, 
she also spent many years teaching Special 
Education. She has been a great addition to 
our school and we are so happy to have her 
here.

From Ms. Williamitis:
 
Thank you Wildcat students and families for 
allowing me to be a part of your education 
experience in Naples, Italy. Where each new 
day offers opportunity for learning and per-
sonal growth.

“The secret in education lies in respecting the 
student.”
                         -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

  ADMINISTRATION                     
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On June 6, Snowden 
exposed extraordinary 
at home surveillance 
by the U.S. National 

Security Agency in the 
most important leak of 
classified information 

ever.

Nelson Mandela died 
Dec. 5, 2013 at age 95 

leaving a legacy that ex-
tended far beyond ending 
46 years of apartheid in 

South Africa

Unable to reach agreement 
on federal spending levels, 
a dysfunctional Congress 

stumbled into the first gov-
ernment shutdown since 

the mid-1990s.

The Oct. 1 launch of 
the federal website for 

purchasing private insur-
ance coverage through 
a government-operated 

exchange was a disaster.

Naval Yard shooting oc-
curred on September 16, 
2013 when Aaron Alexis 

entered Building 197 with 
a shotgun and killed 12 

people before police shot 
and killed Alexis.

Italian Prime Minister 
Silvio Berlusconi was 

expelled from the 
country’s Senate fol-

lowing his conviction for 
tax fraud in August 2013

Prince George was 
born on July 22, 

2013 to Duchess Kate 
Middleton and Prince 

William
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30,000 people were 
evacuated from Vicen-
za on April 25, 2014 to 
remove and unexplod-

ed WWII bomb

Pope John Paul II and 
Pope John XXIII were 

canonized as saints on 
April 27 2014. Never be-
fore had two popes been 
canonized in one ceremo-

ny by two living popes.

Russia invades Ukraine 
and officially annexes 
Crimea in April 2014. 

This could be foreshad-
owing of more Russian 
efforts to reestablish 

their empire.

Malaysian airlines 
plane goes missing on 
March 8, 2014. Search-

es for the plane still 
continues. No evidence 
has been found of the 

plane yet. 

February 7-23, 2014. 
Charles Hamelin of 

Canada wins gold in the 
1500 meter speed skating 
event. He is the cousin of 
Naples 7th grader, Xavier 

Langevin.

Girls attending an 
all girl’s university in 
Chibok, Nigeria were 

abducted on April 14, 
2014. 
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music
TRENDS

2. Say Something- A Great Big  World

Students were polled in order for  us to find out what 
their favorite trends were this 2013-14 school year. 
From twerking to the sensational Flappy Bird app that 
drove many mad, here’s what was popular this year. 

1. Wrecking Ball- Miley Cyrus

words/phrases
1. twerk- dancing 
tecnique made 
infamous by Miley 
Cyrus

2. selfie- picture 
taken of oneself by 
oneself

3. ooh killem- pop-
ular phrase from a 
vine (app) featur-
ing a boy named 
terrio

4. i can’t even- 
when something is 
so shocking you’re 
left speechless, 
“He’s dating her? I 
can’t even.” 

5. ayy doe- popu-
lar greeting phrase
similar to: hey there

movies

1. frozen
2. the hunger games: 
    catching fire
3. the lone survivor
4. the great gatsby
5. we’re the millers

18
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3. Dark Horse- Katy Perry 4. Royals- Lorde 5. Radioacive- Imagine Dragons

apps
1. flappy bird
2. instagram
3. snapchat
4. itube
5. facebook

1
2

3

4

5
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   ho Wore It Best?

Jade Herbstreith (7) Eva Padron (8) Juno Ponce (9) Courtney Fukumitsu 
(10)

Jenni Langstraat (11) Lexi Buell (12)

Jade shows off 
her riding boots to kick 
off the 
fall season.

Eva brightens up the 
day by pairing her 
pastel skinny jeans with 
Sperry Topsiders. Juno keeps her outfit 

simple by adding a 
bulky maroon scarf.

Courtney brings back 
the 70’s with a black 
leather skirt. Jenni sports her Boho- 

chic with a hint of spice 
in her combat boots.

Lexi rocks her cham-
bray shirt, black skin-
nies and combat boots 
for a stellar outfit.

W
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Jason Wood (12) Alexander Davila (7)Ivan Garcia (8)Jordan Hoffman (9)Alexander Hall (10)Danny Smith (11)

Superlative Winners Explain What’s In  
         Their Closet.

Jason shows he knows 
how to layer his ward-
robe and still be classy 
with jeans. Danny can’t help but 

smile because he 
knows he looks good 
in his double breasted 
sweater.

Alex wants the whole 
world to see his bold 
printed pull-over. Jordan looks effortless 

with the sleeves of his 
plaid shirt rolled up and 
khaki pants. 

Ivan embraces his Ital-
ian lifestyle by adding 
a scarf to his outfit and 
making sure his shirt 
matches his shoes.

Alexander really 
bellieves there is never 
a new black. From 
his camo vest to his 
Nike shoes, his look is 
flawless. 
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Most Likely to Brighten 
Your Day
 
Front row: Tim Smith(8), Tori Molmer(9), Chase 
Reasland(7)
Second row: Sara Mays(11), Michael Curtin(11), 
Josh Kieth(10), John Sullivan(9)
Not Pictured: Olivia Chandler(8), Myka Shino(7), 
and Madison Chandler(10)

Class Clown
Front row: AJ De Asis(8), Nate Price(10), Chase 
Reasland(7), Ninah Baker(10)
Second row: Victoria Brown(8), Aundrea Hall(11), 
Willie WaldenBryan(11), Samantha Allen(7), 
Willie Griffin(9)
Not pictured: Angie Baker

Most Likely to Succeed
Front row: Shannon Byrnes(9), Tristan Laney(7), 
Juliya Key(10)
Second Row: Ami Kinnamon(8), Jerra Ewing(9), 
Ethan Cavin(8), Joseph Cianciaruso(10), George 
Shaffer(11), Aira Marie Gusilan(11)
Not pictured: Marissa Dye(7)

Superlatives

22
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Most School Spirited
Front row: Courtney Hall(10), Lily Weitzman(7), 
Andrew Smith(9)
Second row: Stephen Nowell(10), Rica Stat-
en(11), Shannon Byrnes(9), Michael Curtin(11), 
Lachlan Sims(8)
Not pictured: Wutti Khotsang(7) and Olivia 
Chandler(8)

Most Athletic
Front row: Austin Bain(12), Grace Vandelac(8), Isabela Melendez(10), Kathryn 
Cairns(9), Vicky Krause(12)
Second row: Ty’Rick Riggins(9), Harley Williams(11)
Third row: Christopher Greene(8), Jacob Gray(10), Zane Zimmermann(11), 
Katelyn Bristley(7), Cole Fukumitsu(7)
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   enior
	 					uperlatives

          hat does it take to be the best of the best?

Most Contagious Laugh
Naples High School
Amilia Espiet and Samuel Weitzman
can’t hold back their laughes even 
for a picture.

Worst Case of Senioritis
Naples High School
Zhana Espree- Belle and Jaquon Benton
can hardly stay awake or off their phones.

Best Hair
Naples High School
Seniors, Hailey Evans and Joshua 
Hensy show off their silky manes.

SS W
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          hat does it take to be the best of the best?

Most Likey to Take Over the World
Naples High School
Lauren O’Brien and Samuel Murdock are ready to take 
over the world... TODAY!!!

Next Einstein
Naples High School
Brittaney Key and Patrick Carnahan are 
always surrounded by science.

 Junior winner from the same group, 
Michael Curtin, alleged, “I think my smile 
combined with sense of humor made me 
stand out from the rest of the junior class. 
However, my awkwardness is what put me 
on top.” Conversely, seniors have their own 
special superlative categories. Superlatives 
tend to change every year. Senior girl “Best 

Hair” winner, Hailey Evans, says she won 
“Best Hair” because “My hair is the best. It 

just works out that way.” This gives every stu-
dent a chance to be featured in the yearbook 
under the superlative category. No one wants 
to see the same people over and over again. 

 Superlatives are a long tradition that still 
hasn’t changed through the years. These super-
lative winners stood out during the year to the 
entire student body for their individuality. Su-
perlatives give students the chance to showcase 
their unique qualities, such as “Best Dressed”, 
“Most Athletic”, ”Most Likely to Brighten Your 
Day”, and the popular senior superlative, “Worst 
Case of Senioritis”. There are superlatives for 
each grade level. Male “Most Likely to Brighten 
Your Day “ winner for the sophomore class, Josh 
Keith, said “I think I brighten people’s day by giv-
ing them my hand sanitizer, it smells really good. 
And my laugh tends to make people smile.” 

W
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Class Officers
Front: Hannah Hood, Vice 
President; Olivia Collins, 
President; Audrey Martin, 
Public Relations
Back: Brittaney Key, Sec-
retary, Patrick Carnahan, 
Treasurer; Amilia Espiet, 
Representative

Stay C14ssy

Seniors

Senior Divider.indd   2 4/26/14   2:09 PM
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“This is dedicated 
to anyone with 
a dream, and a 

realization of what 
following it means.” 
 – Young Sinatra

V Baseball (9); V Football (12); Army 
ROTC Drill Team (9-11

“Don’t go through 
life wishing for it to 
happen, take risks 
with no regrets.” 

- Anonymous

Key Stone (12); HOSA (12); H. R. 
(9-12); Navy JROTC, Navy JROTC 

Academic (10-12)

Shanice Alexander
“Those who listen 
to instruction will 
prosper; those who 
trust the lord will 

be happy. The wise 
are known for their 

understanding, 
and instruction is 
appreciated if it’s 
well presented.”
 – Proverbs 16: 20-21

V Track(9); V Basketball (9-12); 
V Softball (10-12), European Title 

(10); Italian Club (9-12); SCA (9-12), 
PR Chair (12); S2S (9-12); Church 

Missionary; H. R.(9-11)

SENIORS

Chris Aguilar

Aria BakerAustin Bain
“I think a hero is an 
ordinary individual 
who finds strength 

to persevere in spite 
of overwhelming 

obstacles.” 
– Christopher Reeve

Honor Roll (9-12); Varsity 
Cheerleading (9-12), All European 
1st Team, (11-12), MVP (10-11); V 
Volleyball (11-12), Captain (11-12), 

Coaches Award (11), All Conference 
(11-12), All Tournament (12); V 

Track(10-12), Most Improved (11)

 “There is nothing we can do better than 
seeking to become still better than we are.”

 -Socrates
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Amelia Chaston
“Success is the 

ability to go from 
one failure to 

another without 
loss of enthusiasm.” 
– Sir Winston Churchill

V Cross Country (10-11), European 
Title (10); V Track (10); Marine 

Biology Club (10); NJROTC (9 – 11); 
Honor Roll (9 -11)

“The bigger army 
almost always 

wins.” 
– David Kim

Varsity Football (9)

Jacob Carter

“I want to put 
a ding in the 

universe.”  

JV Football (10); Quidditch (11); 
H.R. (9-11); NHS - Parliamentarian; 

Honorable Mention-Award of 
Excellence; S2S – Communications, 

treasurer; Keystone- Treasurer; 
Japanese Culture Club – Vice 

President

Patrick Carnahan
“Trust in the lord 

with all thine 
heart; and lean 

not into thine own 
understanding. 
In all thy ways 

acknowledge him, 
and he shall direct 

thy paths.” 
– Proverbs 3;5-6

Honor Roll (9-11); Dance Team (10); 
Italian Club Pres. (12); Spanish Club 
Officer (12); Creative Connections 

(12); Jazz Band (10-11) 

Ashley Calabro

Lexi Buell
“When life gives 
you a hundred 

reasons to cry, show 
life you have a 

thousand reasons to 
smile.” 

- Anonymous

Honor Roll; JV Cheer (9), V Fall Cheer 
(10-11), JV Winter Cheer (9), V Winter 

Cheer (11-12); V Soccer (10), Euro 
(11); V Volleyball (12), European Title 
(12); V Media Team (11); Yearbook 

Staff (12)  

“There’s something 
about you, girl.”

Football (11-12); Basketball (12)

Jaquon Benton
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“It is your reaction 
to adversity, not 

the adversity itself, 
that determines 

how your life’s story 
will develop.” 
– Dieter F. Uchtdorf

V Track (9,11-12); Marching Band (9-
10); V Cross Country (11-12), Captain 

(12); Rubiks Cube Support Group 
(12); NHS (11-12); Honor Roll (9-12)

“Nothing comes to a 
sleeper better but a 

dream.” 
- Anonymous 

Wrestling  3rd Place (10), Southern 
Sectional Champion (11), 7th 

Place Europeans (11); JV Football 
Championship (10), JV Football (10), 

South Conference Champs (11); 
Show Choir (9-11); Choir (11)

Olivia Collins
“If no one comes 
back from the 
future to stop 

you from doing 
something, how bad 

can It really be?” 
– Zack Galifianakis

Honor Roll (9-12); NHS (11-12), 
President (12); Senior Class President 
(12); National Russian Language (9); 
Broadway Musical Review (9); Jazz 
Band (10-12); Rock Band (10-12); 

Creative Connections (11); Marching 
Band (10-12), Field Commander (11), 

Drum Major (12)

Matthew Collins

Miles DavisCarina Cusumano

30

“Life is better when 
you’re laughing.”

JV Volleyball (9-10), Captain; Varsity 
(11-12), European Title (11-12) All 

Region 1st team, All Europe 1st Team; 
V Track (10-12); Spanish Club (12); 

VP HOSA (12); Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes (10); Yearbook (12); Honor 

Roll (9-12)

“Don’t let people 
change who you 

are”

Honor Roll (9-12)

Nicolas CiaravinoMadeleine Chaston
“Have no fear of 
perfection- you’ll 
never reach it.” 

– Salvador Dali

V Track (9), Track Manager (10); 
Cross Country Manager (10); Honor 

Roll (9-12)
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Jessica Fielder
“Wisdom is a tree 
of life to those who 
embrace her; happy 
are those who hold 

her tightly.” 

Japanese Culture Club (10-12); Honor 
Roll (9-12) 

“Never give up on 
your dreams. Don’t 

ever change for 
anybody.” 

– Anonymous

Project Armor (9-10); S2S President 
(11-12); Keystone; Reflections Film 

Production 2nd Place (11),  3rd Place 
(12); Varsity Letter in Media Team

Yearbook staff 12

Toriona Farrell

“You’ve gotta dance 
like there’s nobody 
watching, love like 
you’ll never hurt, 
sing like there’s 

nobody listening, 
and live like its 

heaven on earth”
 - William W. Purkey 

V Lakeland Soccer (9); Honor Roll (9-
12); V Fall Cheer (10-12); Certificate 
of Excellence (11-12) V Winter Cheer 

(12)

Hailey Evans
“You’re not alive, 

unless you’re 
living.” 

– Riche Munch 

V Basketball (10-12); V Track (10); 
Spanish Club (12), President (12); 

Honor Roll (9-12) 

Zhana Espree-Belle

Amilia Espiet
“Be the person 

you’d like to meet.” 
- Anonymous

Honor Roll (9-11); V Volleyball 
(9-12), European 1st Place (11-12); 

V Soccer (11-12), Captain (11), 
European 1st Place (11); Senior Class 

Representative (12)  

“Success is not 
final, failure is not 
final, it is courage 
to continue that 

counts.” 
– Winston Churchill

Varsity Cheer (12); Wrestling (10); 
JROTC (9-12), Drill Team (9-11), 

Color Guard (11); Student Council 
(11); Video Communications (11); 

FFA (10); Spanish Club (12); Student 
Board Advisor (11)

Akashia Dixon
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“Some are born great, 
some achieve greatness, 

and some have 
greatness thrust upon 

them.”
    
 -Shakespeare

V Football (11-12), Southern Region 
All-Star; V Basketball (12), Captain 

(12)

“Why worry about 
it?” 

– James White 

Honor Roll (9-12); FEA (12); V 
Volleyball (11-12), Most Improved 

(11), All Tournament (12), ASIL 
Champs (12); V Baseball (10-12), 

ASIL Champs (11), European Champs 
(11);  V Wrestling (10-11), Captain 

(12), Most Improved (11), European 
6th Place Medal (11); V  Football (10)

Davina Gutierrez
“She is clothed 
in strength and 
dignity and she 

laughs without fear 
of the future.” 

– Proverbs: 31:25

V Softball (10-12), All European (10), 
All Tournament (9-11); Basketball 

Manager (10-12)

Jayontray Grogan

Josh HensySeja Hart

32

“Be the change. 
Live everyday like 

it’s your last.”

V Basketball (9); V Cross Country (9-
11); V Soccer (9-12); Student Council, 
Secretary (10), Representative (11); 

Spanish Club (10); FEA (10-11); 
Honor Roll (9-12)

“The greater danger 
for most of us lies 
not in our aim too 
high and falling 

short; but in setting 
our aim too low, 

and achieving our 
mark.” 
– Michelangelo

V Soccer (9-12), Co-Captain 
(10); Italian Club (11-12); Spanish 
Club (12); Certificate of Academic 

Excellence (9-12); Honor Roll (9-12)

Manuel GarciaAshley Forte
“Spikes and 

spandex is my 
attire, winning is 

my desire.” 
 

V Basketball (10-11); V Track, 400m 
1st Place, Track and Field 400m 2nd 

Place
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Ryan Knapp
“It is motive alone 

that gives character 
to the actions of 

men.”

Honor Roll (10-12); V Soccer (10-12); 
V Cross Country (10-12), European 

Title (10-12); V Track (10)

“If you’re offered 
a seat on a rocket 

ship, don’t ask what 
seat! Just get on!”

Honor Roll (9-12); National Merit 
Commended Student (12); NHS (11-
12); ISLI (11); Honor Band (10-11); 

Class Council (10-12), Sec. (10-12); V 
Rifle Team (10-12), MVP (10-11), Cpt. 
(12); V CC (12); NJROTC (10-12), XO 

(12); Marching Band (9-12); MOHS 
Symphony Orchestra (9)

Brittaney Key

“Live with the 
Consequences of 

your actions.” 
– July Ibarra

Honor Roll (10-12); AJROTC (9), 
Marksman (9); NJROTC (10-12), SEA 
(11), CHENG (12); V Rifle Team (10); 
9th Grade Regional Band (9), Honor 
Band (10-11); Honor jazz Band (12); 
Jazz Band (9-12); Rock Band (11); 

Marching Band (9-12) 

Aaron Ibarra
“There is a light 

somewhere. It may 
not be much light 
but it can beat the 

darkness.” 
– Charles Balcowsla 

GPA Academic Awards (10-11), 
Academic Award History (10); 

NJROTC Petty Officer 3rd Class

Santiol Hoxa

Hannah Hood
”All we have to 

decide is what we 
do with the time 
that is given us.” 

– Gandalf

Academic Achievement Biology (9), 
Physical Education (9), Geometry 

(10), Italian IV (10); AP Scholar Award 
(11); H. R. (9-12); National Honors 

Society (10-12); Keystone (12); Model 
United Nations (12); V Soccer (10-12), 
Most Dedicated Player (11), European 

Title (10-11); V Volleyball (12), 
European Title (12) 

“Set out to be 
something, not 

someone.” 
– XV

Honor Roll (9-12)

Robert Herbstreith
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“狂ったこの世で狂う
なら気は確かだ” 

- Akira Kurosawa 

Honor Roll (10-12); Music Applications 
Awards, Illuminations (11); Music for 
Life (11); Rock Band (12); Japanese 
Culture Club (11-12); Media Team (12)

“When you want 
to succeed as bad 

as you want to 
breathe, then you 

will be successful.” 
– Eric Thomas

Honor Roll (9-12); Showcase (11); 
Italian Club (12); Indoor Soccer 

(10); V Soccer (10-12), European 
Championship (11)

“Hello- me.” 

“Ninil nobis 
metuendum est, 
praeter metum 

ipsum.” (We 
have not to fear 

anything, but fear 
itself)

 – Julius Caesar

Honor Roll (9-12); Show Case 
(11); Italian Club  (11-12), Vice 

President (12); NJHS (9); Student 
Council Secretary (9); V Soccer 

(10-12), European Championship 
(10-11);Varsity Tennis, Coaches 

Award ( 11)

“Pride leads to 
disgrace, but with 

humility comes 
wisdom.” 

– Proverb 11:2

H. R. (9-12); Academic Achievement 
Chemistry (10); Junior Class Council 
VP (11); SCA President (12); Athlete 
of the year (11); V Swimming (9-12), 

Cpt. (12); V Volleyball (9-12), Cpt. (11-
12), European Championship (10-12), 

All Region (10-12), All Tournament 
Team (11-12), All Tournament MVP 
(11-12); V Softball (9-12), European 

Championship (9-10), All Tournament 
Team (10-11), All Tournament MVP 

(10), All Region (10-11)

“If it wasn’t for 
crazy people the 
world would be a 

boring place. I like 
to think that my 
insanity adds to 

helping the world 
become a better 

place.” 
– Unknown

Honor Roll (10-12); Microsoft 
Specialist (11); Japanese Culture Club 

(11-12); Dance Club (11-12)

Ally LawJacob Lane

Benedetta LairdVictoria Krause

Taja KnightJameel Knight
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 “Life isn’t about 
finding yourself. 

Life is about 
creating yourself.”

 – George Bernard 
Show

V Volleyball (9); V Soccer (9-10); V 
Cheerleading (9-12), MVP (11), 2nd 
Place Euro. (10-11), Captain (12); 

S2S (10); SCA (11-12), Vice President 
(12); Honor Roll

“Written thoughts 
are books and I 
plan to put my 

mind on paper.” 

V Football (9-12), Div. II Title (11); 
V Track (11); Anime Club (10-12); 

NJROTC (9-12)

“Every bird builds 
a nest, but it isn’t 
everyone that can 

lay an egg?”
 – Stanley Laurel 

JV Football (9); V Football  (10); V 
Cross Country (11-12), CC Champs 
(11-12); V Wrestling (9-12), Captain 
(11-12), Champs (10-11); V Track  
(9-12); S2S (10-11); SCA Student 

Council (12); NHS (10-12); NS of HS 
Scholars (10-12); Chess Club (12); 
Rubik’s Cube Club (12); Keystone 
(11); Catholic Youth Organization 

(9-10); RR Volunteer (9-12)

“Be who you are 
and say what you 
feel because those 

who mind don’t 
matter and those 
who matter don’t 

mind.” 
– Dr. Seuss

Debate Treasurer (9-10); Honor Roll 
(9-12); Band (9-12); Knowledge Bowl 
(9-10); AFROTC (9-10); Jazz Band 

(12); Quiz Bowl (9); News Bowl (9-10)

“I’ve never met 
anyone who wasn’t 

important.” 
– The Doctor

NHS (10-12); Youth Group/Club 
Beyond (9-12); Yearbook Club (11); 

Film Club (11); Future Educators 
Association President (11-12); 

Spanish Club VP (12) Sci-Fi and 
Fantasy Club President (9-12); 

Media  Team (11-12); Marching Band 
(12); Espirit De Corps for Choir (11); 

Reflections Film Production 1st Place 
(12)

“Without Deviation 
from the norm, 
progress is not 

possible.” 
– Frank Zappa

V CC (9-12), Euro Title (10-11), 
Coaches Award (10), Cpt. (12); V 
Soccer (9-12), Euro. Title (9-11), 
All-Reg. (9-11), All-Tourn. (9-11), 

All-Euro(10-11), Cpt. (11); Div. II MVP; 
S2S (9-11), VP; NJHS (9-10); World 
Summit-Sec-Gen (10); Junior Class 

President (11); MUN (11-12); Creative 
Conn. (12); SCA Sec. (12); Span Club 
(12); “Most Creative” Superlative (9-

11); Outstanding Achievement His and 
Lit. (10); Outstanding Achievement 

Stud Art (11)

Brooke MurdockDeiondre Moment

Luca MelendezAlex Matelski

Audrey MartinIsabella Lucy
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“目の前に 立ちはだか
る、このなぞのかべは

なんだ？”
 - kis-my-ft2

Honor Roll (9-12); V Cross Country 
(10-12), Captain (12), Coaches Award 

(11), Euro Title (10-12); V Softball 
(9-12); Chinese Club

“No doubt endings 
are hard, but then 

again, nothing 
really ends, does 

it?” 
– Supernatural, Chuck 

Shurley 

Honor Roll (9-12); Knowledge Bowl 
(9-11); Theater (11), Stage Manager, 
Outstanding Achievement in Dramatic 

Arts (11); Junior Statesman of 
America (11); Writers Club (11); 

Creative Writing (9); Future Educators 
Association (12);  V Track and Field 

(9)

“Live as if you were 
to die tomorrow. 

learn as if you were 
to live forever.”

 -Gandhi

Art Club; Drama Club; Italian Club; 
NJROTC

“One step towards 
crazy.” 

Japanese Culture Club (11-12), Vice 
President (11), President (12); Dance 

Club Elementary School (11-12), 
Instructor (12); Honor Roll (9-12)

“Curious people 
ask questions; 

determined people 
find answers.” 

 - Vince Lombardi

V Football (10)

“Carpe Yolo”

V Baseball (9-12), Captain (12); V 
Volleyball (10-12), Captain (12), 

All-Tournament (11-12), All-
Conference (11-12); JV Basketball (9); 
Cheerleading (10); Cross Country (9); 
Swim Team (9-10); Jazz Band (9-11), 
Honor Jazz (10); Concert Band (9-11), 

Honor Band (10); ISLI (11), Regent 
(12); MUN (11); NHS (10-12); AP 

Scholar (11)

Jessica PoluhowichKarissa Pickrell

Victoria ParkinsLauren O’Brien

Ildi NedelkoSam Murdock
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“I knew a man who 
once said, ‘Death 

smile at us all, all a 
man can do is smile 

back.” 
– Gladiator

Honor Roll (9-12); NJHS (9); French 
Club (10), PAO (10); Spanish Club 

(11-12), Sec. (12); HOSA Club (11-12)

”it’s hard to fail, but 
it is worse never 
to have tried to 

succeed.”
 – Theodore Roosevelt

V Football (9-12), Offensive Line-Man 
1st Team (12), Defensive Line-man 

2nd Team (12), All-Star (12); V 
Wrestling (10-12), Sec. Champ (2 
Year), Europeans 5th Place (12); 

Baseball (12)

“Teach us to make 
the most of time, so 
that we may grow 

in wisdom.” 
– Psalm 90:12

Honor Roll (10-12); Religious Honors 
(10-12); HOSA (12); S2S (9-12); 

Project Armor (9)

“We are what we 
think. All we are 
arises with our 

thought. With our 
thoughts, we make 

the world.” 
– Buddah

Honor Roll (9-12); German Club 
(9); Surf Club (9); NHS (11-12), 

Parliamentarian (12); MUSS (12); 
Band (9-11), Marching Band (9, 11), 

Section Leader (11)

“Be who you are 
and say what you 
feel because those 

who mind don’t 
matter, and those 
who matter don’t 

mind.” 
– Dr. Seuss

Honor Roll (9-12)

Ajsela TociJordan Thurston

Amber Smith

Austin SeguraHannah Scott

Brian Thibodeau
“If you love what 
you do you will 

never ‘work’ a day 
in your life.”

Honor Roll (9-12) V Swim (9-12); V 
Water Polo (9-12); Football (10); Quid-
ditch Captain (11); Rubik’s Cube Club 
(12), President and Co-Founder of the 

Rubiks Cube Club (12)
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“Love the life you 
live, live the life you 

love.”

Swim Team (9-12); School Newspaper 
(11)

“If you want to hear 
God laugh, tell 

him what you have 
planned.”
 – Grandma 

Marching Band (9-10); Jazz Band (10-
11); Football (11-12); Concert Band 
(9-11); V Track (11-12); S2S (9-10)

“If you’re going 
through hell, keep 

going.”
 – Winston Churchill

V Wrestling (9); V Football (10-11); 
V Baseball (9-12), Euros Title (11), 

Captain (12)

“I’m selfish, 
impatient and a 
little insecure. I 

make mistakes, I 
am out of control 
and at times hard 

to handle, but if you 
can’t handle me at 
my worst, then you 
sure don’t deserve 

me at my best.”
 – Marilyn Monroe

V BB (9-10); Flags (9-11), Cpt. (10-
11); V Track and Field (9-12); V Cheer 

(9-12); ROTC (10-12); H.R. (9-12) 

“Life moves pretty 
fast. If you don’t 

stop and look 
around once in a 
while, you could 

miss it.”

V Winter Cheer; V Swimming; V  
Track; V CC; NJROTC CO; Rubik’s 

Cube President

“Expect everything 
can go wrong and 

expect nothing can 
happen.”
 – David Turner 

Honor Roll (10-12); Anime Club 
(10-12); Sci-Fi Club (10-11); ROTC 

(10-12)

Mijke WitkampShundarrius Williams

Josh WiederCarrie Welch

Samuel WeitzmanDavid Turner
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“It is the reality 
that we exist; it is 

by the ideal we live. 
But, do we want 
to recognize the 

difference? Animals 
live, men exist.” 

– Victor Hugo

Honor Roll (10-12); V Soccer (11-12), 
Most Inspirational Soccer Player (11); 

Class Rep (9-10)

Jason Wood

“The population 
of people...”

 - Hailey Evans

Oh, has a volcano!
 - Shanice Alexander

“Beautiful city with great food and nice people”
       - Manuel Garcia

“Gorgeous 
sights and won-

derful food”
 - Jason Wood
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“It’s like Florida”
  - DJ Moment

“I’m excited- this is awesome!”
    - Amilia Espiet

“It smells 
interest-

ing!”
- Olivia Collins

“O
M

G
EE, this base has good pizza! (goes off base) H

erpa D
erp D

erp 
O

M
G

 naples has the best pizza EV
ER

!!!”
 

 
 

 
 

 
-Jam

eel K
night

The 2014 Senior Class and their 
first impressions of Naples
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These wildcat seniors have always been the best looking in the bunch. Take a chance and see if 
you can match these adorable  wildcubs to this year’s senior class. Check below for answers.

1

1514

9 10 11 12

5 6 7 8

432

Once A Wildcat...
Key: 1. Seja Hart 2. Shundarrius Williams 3. Brittaney Key 4.Audrey 
Martin 5.  Aaron Ibarra 6. Benedetta Laird 7. Lauren O’Brien 8. 
Ashley Calabro 9. Ashley Forte 10. Aria Baker 11. Luca Melendez 12. 
Ajsela Toci 13. Shanice Alexander 14. Jessica Poluhowich 15. Mat-
thew Collins 16. Jameel Knight 17. Victoria Krause 18. Deiondre Mo-
ment 19. Toriana Farrell 20. Olivia Collins 21. Patrick Carnahan 22. 
Brooke Murdock 23. Hailey Evans 24. Samuel Weitzman 25. Austin 
Segura 26. Carina Cusumano 27. Alexandra Law 28. Hannah Scott 29. 
Amber Smith 30. Carrie Welch

40
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Always A Wildcat

24 25 26 27

31302928

18 19

232220 21

16 17

ildcat...
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Class Officers
Front: Nathan Cairns, Vice 
President; Aundrea Hall, 
President; Harley Williams, 
Secretary;
Back: Kylie Beltz, Class Rep-
resentative; George Shaffer, 
Public Relations; Amanda 
Ortega, Treasurer

Making H15tory

Juniors
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Junior Talent Show
The Junior class put on another talent 
show this year to raise money for prom. 
The Junior Talent Show is a great way for 
students to showcase their hidden tal-
ents to the school. This year’s talent show 
featured various acts including dancing, 
singing, and instrumentals. The first place 
award went to Lydia Boyum for perform-
ing her original song. Ian Boggs won sec-
ond place by winning a dance-off with 
Lauren O’Brien. Third place went to “Tae-
vicious” for his excellent rapping his own 
song.

Lydia Boyum 
won 1st place for 
performing her orig-
inal song, “I’d Never 
Go.”

Ian Boggs took 
2nd place by win-
ning a dance bat-
tle against Ashley 
Calabro and 
Lauren O’Brien.

“Taevicious” won 
3rd place for rapping 
his song “202”.

Tristan Cook-
son played Me-
tallica’s “Nothing 
Else Matters” on 
his guitar.

The contestants 
gather around eager 
to know the winners.

Aaron Snider 
sang “Never Can 
Say Goodbye” by 
Michael Jackson.

Torie Molmer sang 
“The Cup Song”.

47Layout By: Carina Cusumano
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Class Officers
Front: Raphael Figueroa, 
President; Isabela Melen-
dez, Vice President; Ste-
phen Nowell, Secretary
Back: Joseph Cianciaruso, 
Treasurer; Juliya Key, Public 
Relations

We Can do the Imposs16le

Sophomores
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Class Officers
Front: Jerra Ewing, Presi-
dent; Leah Bushey, Secre-
tary; Andrew Smith, Vice 
President;
Back: Jasia Nicolas, Trea-
surer; Katye Cairns, Public 
Relations

We’re the Class of 2017

Freshmen
Step Back as We Rock the Scene...
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Step Back as We Rock the Scene...
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Class Officers
Front: Jasmine Brown, Pres-
ident; Tyler Wright, Vice 
President;  Ami Kinnamon, 
Secretary; Caitlin Quirk, 
Class Rep.
Back: Trevor Held, Treasur-
er; Seamus Wade, Trea-
surer; Lauren Bushey,Class 
Rep; Grace Vandelec, PR

8th Grade
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Middle School Sports and Dances

66

Cross Country Track

Swimming

Wrestling

Katelyn Bristley, Valerie Gilfoy, and 
Caitlin Quirk, run together on the 
track.

Tristan Laney and Aaron Snider run 
just ahead of several high school 
runners.

Caitlin Quirk enjoys a good run in her 
old Cross Country sweatshirt.

Emily Patterson high fives one of her 
teammates between races.

Carly Sharp 
and Lydia 
Boyum smile 
together in 
the pool.

Marissa 
Dye, Alyssa 
Yenco, 
Sam Allen, 
and Carly 
Sharp are all 
dressed up 
to show their 
team spirit at 
a meet.Photos: Courtesy of Swim Team

Lydia Boyum’s look of 
determination shows how 
much she really cares about 
running.

“May the course be with 
you” is written on the back 
of Caitlin Quirk’s shirt as she 
runs at Carney Park.

Ethan Cavin sprints to the 
finish line.

Photos By: Alli Record

Photos By: Mrs. Spatt

Trevor Held and A.J. De Asis fight in 
their first meet of the season.

Kendricq Williams and David 
Whiting are preparing to begin 
the match.

Thomas Fielder attempts to pin 
his opponent. Photos By: Carina Cusumano

MS Sports and Dance.indd   2 4/26/14   3:00 PM



Homecoming Dance: A Night In Paris

67Photos by: Lexi Buell; Layout by: Alli Record

Jordann Arbuckle, Kali Delay, Kacy Croughen, Katelyn 
Bristley, and Cambria Caldwell pose together.

The student council put a lot of time into preparing 
for the dances, including the posters shown above.

Pictured above:
Life of the party, Tay Sallywhite, stops in the middle of 
the dance floor for a picture.
Pictured below:
Although some young boys are known to hate school 
dances, Axel Pagan, Michael Haynes, and Jacob Carril-
lo seem to think differently. They even took a picture to 
show how much fun they were having together.

Pictured above:
Colorful lights were displayed for 
their dances, a fun, new decoration 
they didn’t have last year.
To the right: Back- Julianna Betan-
court, Amaya Copeland, and Clarisa 
Hall; Middle- Sam Allen, Marissa 
Dye, Aliah Gipaya, Fabiola Pagan 
Candelaria, Kaitlyn Katz, and Litzie 
Figueroa; Front- Cynita Pena  

Many middle school students danced in groups 
all through the night.

Close friends, Cheyanne Wheeler and 
Megan Rogers, dance together at their 
black and white dance.

Black and White Dance
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Class Officers
Front: Richard Kidder, 
Secretary; Christopher 
Glanzmann, president; Alex 
Davila, Vice President
Back: Cameron Lord, Trea-
surer; Katelyn Bristley, 
Public Relations; Cambria 
Caldwell, Representative

7th Grade
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Spelling Bee Geography Bee 

Executive Board 

From left to right 

Candie Molmer- Treas 

Nani Thurston- Pres 

Dawn Peterson- Teacher  Rep 

Rebecca Collins- Membership 

Jennifer Martin- Secty  

Reflections Contest 

The People section of the Yearbook sponsored by:

074 PTSA AD.indd   1 4/30/14   1:51 PM
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Students could pick up their schedules 
and locker information at this time.

This event gave students a chance to 
catch up with friends they hadn’t seen 
all summer and meet new students.

76

Students and parents explore the campus.

Colorful tents outside the school 
provided food and supported 
various organizations. 

Back
 to 

Schoo
l 

Block
 Part

y
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A pep rally was held first thing in the 
morning to kick off the 2013-2014 
school year.

77Layout By: Lexi Buell

Teachers group up by the entrance 
of the gym and take a good look 
at the student body they’ll be 
teaching this year. 

Gresh Lebron helps another 
student get settled into his 
locker. 

Some students go to the cafeteria 
during break to get an assortment of 
snacks and coffee.

First Day of School

backtoschool.indd   3 4/18/14   9:15 AM



Spirit Week
this is the week naples high school is always the liveliest. 
students were given a strict amount of time to decorate their 
class hallways as a major city of their choice. students also 
dressed up for various themed days.

 seniors

sophomores

freshmen

juniors
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middle school

pj day

twin day

nerd day

wacky tacky day
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Powder Puff 

Pep Rally  

Seniors cheering at the powder puff 
game.

Carrie Welch running to get the 
ball.

Senior class powder puff game.

Seniors scored a point. 
Vicky running to the touchdown. .. Senior coaches on the sidelines.

Football team cheering at the 
Pep rally.

Different grades doing freeze dance. Naples cheer team doing a cheer.

Girls’ volleyball team at the 
Pep Rally.

Boys’ volleyball in a huddle. Tennis team getting together. 

080-081 homecoming court .indd   2 4/25/14   1:53 PM
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12th

7th 9th

10th

12th

11th 12th

8th

King & Queen 2014

Stephen Nowell
Maddy Chandler

Zane Zimmerman,
Harley Williams

Austin Bain 
Carina Cusumano

Patick Carnahan
Shanice Alexander

Sam Weitzman
Amelia Espiet

Oliva Chandler
Lachlan Sims

Tristan Laney   
Lily Weitzman 

Luke  Ross
Shannon Byrnes

Austin Bain, Amelia Espiet 

Homecoming Court 
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So You Think You 
Can Dance?

Starting with the traditional Homecoming dance we 
had a number of other dances this school year: 
WInter Formal, Military Ball, The Spring Costume 
Dance, and Prom add to the list. 
Take a look at your classmates busting a move...

Homecoming
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Winter Formal 

Military Ball 
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Friends   
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what’s 
in your 
locker? 

Us middle schoolers 
have the smaller 
lockers left over 
from last year.

Our new high school 
lockers are so big I can 
fit Keylee in mine! 

Among other things 
I keep a bag of 
honey packets in my 
locker.

My locker is filled 
with pictures of 
my friends and 
family.

Sara Mays (11) 
Keylee Soto (11) Carina Cusumano (12)

Chennelle 
Athearn (7)Sawyer Treat (7)

Ruben 
Garza
(11)

Eva Zeller (7)

locker.indd   2 4/22/14   10:38 AM



What’s in Your Bag?

PERFUME STICK
“I like to smell good 
24/7.” 
- Carina Cusumano

We asked students to pull out one item in their bag that they 
couldn’t go to school without and explain why, students chose...

WALLET
“It has my ID for when I 
need to get on and off base 
and my lunch money.” 
- Jonny Bray

IPAD & IPHONE
“I just need it. It’s my life. 
Brayan agrees.” 
- John-Michael Spatt and 
Brayan Rodriguez

BINDER
“Without my binder I 
would fail! It has basically 
every subject in it and all 
my homework.” 
- Akashia Dixon

87Layout By: Lexi Buell
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CLASSES
Naples has a variety of classes and many electives to choose 
from. Students still take the core basics of English, Science, 
Math, History, and Physical Education. The elective classes 
include Art, Music, Yearbook, Video Production, Culinary, 
NJROTC, Computer, Robotics, Psychology, Anthropology, 
and Business. This school offers Advanced Placement (AP) 
courses for upperclassmen as well as Honors level classes 
for underclassmen. The language classes such as Italian, 
Chinese, and Spanish classes are mandatory to graduate 
with 2 years of the same language. Naples has many 
challenging and fun courses that students will enjoy.
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Strawberry Science
DNA Extraction Lab
Article By: Alli Record

Johnnya Best carefully follows the instructions.

Tia Fernandez and Kyle Wirtz are observing their project.

Jamie Record is prepared for class and ready to start the 
lab.

 A heavy duty Ziploc bag, cheesecloths, 
funnels, test tubes, glass rods, extraction buffer, and 
ethanol. What do all of these have in common? 
If you ask any Naples American Middle School 
student in Mr. Hanson’s class, they’d know these 
instruments can all be used to extract DNA samples 
from strawberries.
  In early December of 2013, several of our 
seventh grade classes did a very unique lab where 
they learned how easy it is to remove small pieces 
of DNA from the cells of strawberries. First the 
students were each given one strawberry which they 
placed in their Ziploc bags and carefully kneaded 
by hand for several minutes. Once every bag of 
strawberries was completely smoothed out, they 
added extraction buffer to their bags and continued 
kneading until there were no suds left to be seen. 
They then put their funnels on top of their test 
tubes with a rubber band securing the cheesecloths 
on top and poured in the mushed up strawber-
ries. They let them drip very slowly and once that 
was finished they tilted the test tube and did the 
same thing with cold ethanol. After all of that they 
dipped in their glass rods and pulled out pieces of 
DNA. 
 Several students were surprised and delight-
ed by this part. Jacob Carillo and Kyle Wirtz both 
agreed that was their favorite part. “The project 
was interesting because I have never seen DNA that 
up close before” Wirtz admitted. However, many 
of their classmates, including Tia Fernandez and 
Tay Sallywhite, disagreed. Fernandez exclaimed her 
favorite part was “killing the strawberries.” During 
the lab anyone could tell the students were enjoying 
themselves and having a great time in class. “I’m 
not really interested by science, but extracting DNA 
from strawberries was my favorite lab,” stated John-
nya Best.
  It’s certainly easy to tell Mr. Hanson’s 
students have a fun time during his labs. They’ve 
really loved them so far, especially the DNA lab. 
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Tay Sallywhite mushes up his strawberries excitedly.

The class crowds around Mr. Hanson, waiting for their 
strawberries.

Sean Domalik pours extraction buffer into his test tube.

“[Mr. Hanson’s class] is 
tough and challenging, 

but I learn a lot.”

    -Kyle Wirtz

“I loved mashing the 
strawberries!”

       
               -Tay Sallywhite

Even though Mr. Hanson can be tough at times, like 
all teachers can be, it’s nice to know his students get 
rewarded with entertaining labs throughout the year. 
Although they won’t be extracting DNA from fruit 
again, they’re prepared for many more labs to come 
in their seventh grade year.

Jamie Record and Johnnya Best examine their 
strawberry packet.
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Biology is a college preparatory course that focuses on 
the biological organizations and the life processes of 
living things. This course covers practical laboratories 
and lectures. Some of the things biology covers over the 
year are: principles of cell biology, exploring diversity, 
human biology, the principles of genetics and exploring 
plants etc. Students learn to make accurate observations 
and data recording. It is also a course all students need 
to graduate Naples American High School.

Right: Tianna Frazier and Lauren Reed are two students 
who enjoy learning about biology.

Biology & Marine Biology

92

Dr. Alstiel & Mr. Boegler

     Marine biology is the study of marine or-
ganisms, their behaviors and interactions with 
the environment. This course is intended for 
students that have an interest in marine biology. 
Over the year, the students in this course will 
have covered: marine communities, physical 
and biological factors that shape their compo-
sitions, explain basic ecological principles, list 
the characteristics of major groups of marine 
organisms, classify marine life into the appropri-
ate taxonomic groups, and explain how humans 
use biological ocean resources. Marine biology 
also includes lectures, labs and field trips.                                                          
                      
Left: Dr. Alstiel is showing Sam Weitzman how 
to properly dissect a starfish.
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1. Clam after being dissected 
2. Dr. Alstiel helping out one of his biolo-
gy students.
3. Dakota Duggar looking for a starting 
point on his experiment.
4. Arron Capps and Donovan Morales 
question what they are looking at while 
opening the starfish. 
5. Ziara Salter looking through her biology 
book. 
6. Jessica Poluhowich cutting off the star-
ish arms.

321

654
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The primary concepts in physics are how thing move, 
that forces that make them move and energy. Though 
physics students learn to quantify the concepts with 
equations, many hand’s on activities bring concepts to 
life. Some examples: In the fall, students completed a 
vector treasure hunt as they learned to represent motion 
with numbers to represent the distance and angle of 
travel.  In winter, students completed an engineering 
design challenge where they were asked to construct 
a parachute that maximized air resistance and time of 
descent while minimizing kinetic energy on impact.  In 
the spring, students built many circuits to develop a 
conceptual model of current, resistance and voltage. 

Chemistry&Physics

94

Teachers: Mr. Boegler, Mr.Marlow and Mr. Wade

This is an introductory course for students with 
chemical problem solving that will be em-
phasized. The goal of the course is to prepare 
students for further study in the Chemistry 
needed for many science, health, and policy 
professions. Topics include introductions to 
atoms, molecules, ions, the periodic table, 
stoichiometry, chemical reactions, bonding, 
thermochemistry, and gas laws. The course 
has a discussion of matter and energy. You’ll 
learn about the particles that make up matter 
and the different states matter can take. You’ll 
also discover the differences between potential 
and kinetic energy, examine different ways to 
measure energy, and explore endothermic and 
exothermic reactions.  

Chemistry

Physics

Teacher: Mrs. Peterson

Maura Patterson and Courtney Fukumitsu enjoy their lesson in 
Chemistry with Mr. Boegler.

Jameel Knight testing his parachute in Mrs. Peterson’s class

094&095 Chem&Phys.indd   2 4/30/14   3:30 PM
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1. Zachery Oestereicher tests his para-
chute in Physics class to see how much 
time it would take for it to reach the 
bottom.
2. Nathan Cairns participates in the trea-
sure hunt for Physics while reading his 
compass to direct him to the right desti-
nation.
3. Santiol Hoxha lets his parachute go to 
beat his other classmates times.
4. Mr. Marlows class sits and listens to 
him while teaching.
5. Anthony Fisher studies the periodic 
table.
6. Mr. Boegler teaches his class about the 
different types of bonds.

321

654
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Math

96

Teachers: Ms. Brandon, Mrs. Chissus, Mr. Lamberson, Mrs. Peterson, Mrs.Vitulli, Mr.Woolson

Abigail Morgan had enough courage to get up in 
front of her algebra II class and teach them a lesson 
on applying properties to logarithms. Mr.Wool-
son’s algebra II class studied logarithms for about 2 
weeks. Abigail is the first student this year to get up 
in front of the class and teach a lesson. Abigail al-
ways has her assignments done and is always willing 
to help her classmates. She is one of Mr.Woolson’s 
best students.

Naples American High School offers many math courses 
for their students to choose from. They have classes from 
basic math to AP calculus. Many NHS students work 
together in trying to understand and finish the content 
given to them by their teachers. Three of these courses are 
mandatory to graduate. Which is algebra I, geometry and, 
algebra II, but many students overachieve and take more 
than three math courses.
                                                                                                               
Right: Myka Shino a student in Mrs.Vitulli’s 7th grade 
math class is working on an in-class assignment.
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1.Hannah Hood diligently working on her 
pre-calculus work.
2. Mario Betancourt helping out a fellow student 
Kiana Kidder with their class work assignment. 
3. Raffaele Eberlin working on his algebra II 
homework assignment.
4. Ms. Brandon’s math students graphed and 
created maps.
5. Shundarrius Williams & Jacob Gray showing 
off some pre-calculus work.
6. Danny Byrnes using his calculator to figure out 
a complicated math problem.

321

654
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US History, World History, World 
Geography 

World geography is a class that 7 graders take. They learn 
about different countries and culture in those countries.  
One fun activity that Mr. Steadham does is the Amazing 
Race. Students race around the school finding various 
countries and completing challenges related to them. For 
Greece, students had to compete in an Olympic event. 
Students had to throw a discus into a basket from 40 feet 
away. They had to stand behind the line and throw the 
discus into a basket. 

Another activity is the geography fair which is held at 
the end of the year as a culminating activity. Students 
research a country and must dress in a costume and pre-
pare a native food from that country to share. Students 
man their stations which consist of a presentation board 
or laptop with a power point and answer questions from 
the crowd. 

US history is a class 8th and 11th graders have to take. 
They learn about topics such as The Spanish- American 
war, The American Revolution, & The Civil War. 

World history is a class 9th graders take. The course 
studies the Romans, Greeks, and the Crusades. Students 
will go on a fieldtrips downtown  to  the Naples Under-
ground and learn about the Italians hiding from the 
Germans in the Greek and Roman aqueducts during 
WW II. They also learn about how the aqueducts were 
constructed using slave labor and how the stones that 
were removed were used to build the rest of the ancient 
buildings in the city. 

Right: Willie WaldenBryan working on  his US history project.

Teachers: Mr. Steadham & Ms. Lanzelotte World Geography

History

Teachers:  Mrs. Boyde, Ms. Effinger, Ms. Lanzelotte, Mr. Tyler, Ms.Webb 
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1. Ivan Altamirano presentation
2. Mr. Tyler lecturing. 
3. Mrs. Webb’s class taking a test in 
World History
4. Mr. Tyler’s US History class 
doing presentations about the Span-
ish-American  war.
5. Natoria Morris showing here US 
history poster for class.
6. Juliana Betancourt & Helena 
Thomas participate in The Amazing 
Race in Geography class.  
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AP Psychology is a college level course focusing on the sci-
entific study of the human mind and behavior. Mrs. Costa 
teaches this course and incorporates fun experiments.

Mrs. Costa also teaches AP U.S Government. Mrs. Uribe 
teaches regular U.S. Government which is a required course 
for the students of NHS to take before graduation. Students 
enjoy taking this course during there first semester of senior 
year especially when its an election year!
 
Street Law is another elective option for students to choose 

from.

   

Anthropology is the study of the 
human past and present. Mrs. 

Uribe takes students on interesting 
fieldtrips to take advantages of the 

remains of ancient cultures pre-
served here. Students really enjoyed 

visiting the Naples Archeological 
Museum to see many of the items 

revealed from Pompeii.  

Anthropology, Street Law,  AP Psyc. 
US Gov.

Front: Jacob Lane, Ashley Forte
Second Row: Mrs. Uribe, Mijke Witkamp, Austin Bain, Hannah Scott, Bendetta Larid, Karissa Pickrell
Middle: Jessica Poluhowich, Ashley Calabro
Back: Jacob Carter, Jason Wood, Chris Aquilar, Jaquon Benton, Jayontray Grogan, Aria Baker,
Amilia Espiet, Taja Knight, Lauren O’Brien

Teachers: Mrs. Costa & Mrs. Uribe
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Anthropology

AP Psychology, Street Law, US Government
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1.Jason wood in AP Psyc. correcting 
a test.
2.Alex Hall and Josh Keith taking a 
test in AP Psyc.
3. Amilia Espiet, touching a stone 
statue on her Anthropology fieldtrip.
4. Amilia Espiet looking at statues 
for the study guide on anthropology 
fieldtrip.
5. Ashley Calabro looking at an an-
cient greek tub on the Anthropology 
fieldtrip.
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English

Teachers: Mrs. Humprey, Ms. Masterman, Mr. 
Mitchell, Mrs. Yee

104

English 9-12
Teachers: Ms. Ballard, Ms. Bodenheimer and 
Mrs.Woolson 

 In middle school English classes, students are focused on 
learning to be better writers. They use a variety of differ-
ent writing organizers to help structure their writing. They 
also learn about the 6 plus 1 Traits of Writing.  Mr. Mitch-
ell’s 7 grade class does an activity called Literary Circles. 
In Mrs. Yee’s seventh grade class they read “The Christ-
mas Carol” then made their own version of a Christmas 
Carol story and acted it out. 

There are a variety of high school level English classes of-
fered. In addition to basic English, there are also Honors 
classes offered for the 9th & 10th grade, and AP Language 
and AP Literature for the upper grades.  All students study 
Shakespeare and a variety of American and British writers. 

This year, the seniors read MacBeth in Mrs. Woolson’s 
class and also studied Merlin. They wrote a personal re-
flection paper on themselves so they could remember who 
they are at this point in time. AP students enjoyed reading 
and acting out “Hamlet.”

Many  classes participated in a  fieldtrip to watch a per-
formance of “Dorian Grey” at a theater  in downtown 
Naples. 
Left: Mrs. Woolson’s AP Lit. class  acting out Hamlet.

English 7-8
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1. Daria Andrews showing her 
class a presentation.
2. Johnny Bray reading a Shake-
speare poem and acting it out.
3. Mrs. Bodenheimer  class read-
ing World Literture. 
4. Desirae Carpenter acting out 
a skit.
5. Stanley Kloss playing Marley 
in Mrs. Yee’s class acting out 
“The Christmas Carol.”
6. Seventh grader, Tristan Laney 
dressing up for the Christmas 
Carol.
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Italian

106

Teachers: Mr. Sherokee & Ms. Pennasilico

The italian classes took a fieldtrip to Piazza del Plebiscito. 
Italian student Manuel Garcia said “we had a great study 
trip and I really enjoyed myself with all of my American and 
new Italian friends. When arriving to the Palazzo Reale, we 
looked all around the palace and admired it’s wonderful 
beauty; taking the time to appreciate all of the beautiful 
architecture and incredible size of the Piazza del Plebiscito. 
Once the class of Italians came, we were greeted immedi-
ately with much hospitality and admiration from all of the 
students, instantly taking pictures together and we told all 
about the history of this very historical site in Naples. After 
spending close to an hour in the cold Neapolitan wind, we 
were ready to enter the Palazzo Reale.We toured the Palazzo 
Reale for about an hour, and then we walked outside and 
started making our way to the Castel del’Ovo. Our tour 
guides told us that before the castle was constructed, the 
King ordered an egg to be placed under the foundation. It 
was believed that if the egg was broken before the castle was 
completed, then many years of bad luck and misfortune 
would come to the city of Naples; fortunately the egg was 
intact by the date of it’s completion. The warm Neapolitan 
pizza for lunch was the best way to end the day and warmed 
us all up after a full day in the cold weather. This was a very 
memorable fieldtrip that I found very interesting. I made a 
lot of new friends and learned many things.

Italian students take a break in front of the Castel 
del’Ovo.

La Nostra Gita
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1. Michael Adams and Santos Figueroa enjoy their 
Panettone for the monthly dish Mr.Sherokee pre-
pares for his Italian class.
2.Drew Arel gets called up to the board to spell out 
words in Italian.
3. Amanda Ortega, Daniel Langstraat, Tianna Fra-
zier, and an Italian exchange student present to the 
whole class.
4.Mr. Sherokee cuts some panettone for his student 
Christina Marie Calma.
5. Ryan Knapp presents in front of Ms. Pennasilico’s 
class.
6. Hannah Scott, Giorgio Latour, and Benedetta 
Laird visit the student art museum in Benincasa 
High School.

1

654

32
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Spanish&Chinese
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Front: Sydney Bidwell, Brittaney Key
Back: Zhana Espree-Belle, Ingrid Bidwell, Harley Williams, Ajsela Toci,
 Ivanov Altamirano, John Collins, Isabella Lucy

 Spanish is the most common course 
students take in high school. In Spanish 
I, students learn many things from clothes 
and food to common greetings like hola. 
When they get to the higher levels they 
learn how to make foods and explain the 
different steps. Parties on Hispanic holi-
days are common, where students get to 
learn about the culture and how the days 
are celebrated in different Spanish coun-
tries. Spanish II even got to make their 
very own market, where they utilized their 
vocabulary. Over all Spanish is a very en-
joyable and interesting language to learn. 
Spanish III focuses on how to talk and 
write in Spanish fluently as well as many 
their fair share of PowerPoint’s.  Spanish 
IV & V students have to speak fluent 
Spanish and also make short films.

Teacher: Mr. Lord

Teacher: Mr. Noonan

In Chinese students learn to read, write and speak Chi-
nese. They utilized technology to help developed the 
ability for them to read characters. Also students type 
characters using books and computers. Mr. Noonan 
likes to share stories and advantures about his time 
living in China. He is also pleased to see the increase 
in student test scores on the Chinese language test 

throughout the year. 

Spanish 

Chinese
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 1. Chinese students looking up 
Chinese songs to see if they can 
understand the lyrics.
2. Mr. Noonan teaching students 
how to do their Chinese flashcards.
3.Chinese students playing a game 
to test their knowledge in Chinese.
4.Spanish students having a fiesta.
5.Spanish kids gathering around for  
lunch eating Spanish food.
6. Spanish class learning to dance 
to Spanish music.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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(from left to right) Andrew Sizemore, Raffaele Eberlin, Courtney Hall, 
Anna Gilfoy, and Ryan Christanson showing the flags with pride.

 The Navy Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps has been in our school for generations. People 
that were former students at Naples American High School still remember what it is like to be in NJROTC.  
Most classmen from grade 10 are in the NJROTC program. There are many different ranks, that vary from 
Seaman to Lieutenant Commander, but they have to be earned. Many students work until they cannot 
work anymore to get good grades and a good rank. Gary Smith, an NS2 cadet quotes, “This program has 
changed my whole point of view of who I am and who I want to become.” Erika Haynes, an NS3 cadet 
says, “This class is very fun! There is never a day where we don’t do anything, whether it’s marching or 
learning about Naval history.”  

 Cadets in NJROTC join a Color Guard to perform at school sports games and other special events. 
The Color Guard is made up of cadets that have their own specialty whether it is with rifles or with the 
flags. They all have equal importance. Cadets that are in the Color Guard say that the Color Guard is fun, 
but you have to have good balance and patience. Most people actually didn’t know who the Color Guard 
was until the Basketball game on January 10th, 2014. When the National Anthem played, the Color Guard 
stood tall and proud of whom they were as one.  The Color Guard isn’t for everyone, but it does involve 
patience with yourself and your fellow cadets as well as strength with your rifle or flag. The Color Guard 
should be proud for what they do and who they stand for. 

Photo By: Toriona Farrell

NJROTC Holding The Nation
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Photo Courtesy of ROTC

Jane Reasland (above) shaking 
hands with a chief at the Chief 
Pinning.
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Photo By: Ashley Harrison

Photo Courtesy of ROTC

 Marching around Carney Park with                 
 concentration and pride during boot 
camp.

Photo Courtesy of ROTC

Brittaney Key and Juliya Key (above) showing their achieve-
ment with honor at the end of boot camp.

Andrew Torres and Kameron Hamilton (above) taking 
down the flags with pride.
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    By: C/CPO Chandler, Madison, PAO
Gloomy. Dark, and frigid perfectly described the first evening of boot 
camp. Eighty-four cadets gathered and whispered in anticipation, won-
dering how the next four days would play out. The chiefs kicked off the 
weekend by relieving the cadets all of their electronics, medicine, and 
watches. They were separated in the platoons, which would act as their 
surrogate families, keeping them hydrated and taken care of. According 
to one of the cadets, Madison Chandler said, “We rose bright and early 
to the sound of a DI whacking a flashlight on the trashcan. 
The unfamiliar noise startled cadets awake, serving its purpose. We 
marched down the grinder to meet he male chiefs’ and we began the 
day with them sharing their joy verbally. The chief in charge of PT has a 
very powerful voice, and an even more intimidating stature, I pitied the 
young cadets, considering this is their first impression of the camp.” 
The army orienting team led the cadets 
into the next part of the camp. They 
explained the topography of Carney and 
informed them how to use a compass 
properly. The cadets were split into 
groups and guided themselves up to the 
tip of Carney. It was a race to the top 
between the groups. Knowing your 
general knowledge isn’t merely enough 
to be successful at this year’s boot camp. 
Cadets needed to know ranks, collar 
devices, and their chain of command. 
The ADI’s were instructed to help the cadets 
maintain their uniforms and aid them on anything 
they could possibly need for the nights inspection. 
The captain pointed out the importance of teamwork and the careful 
attention to detail.

Sunrise in Carney Park, A Cadets Tale

Christopher Dalton recieves his medals 
from Boot Camp.

Chief Pinning Day. Meet your new chiefs for 
this year.

The cadets get up bright and early for their 
march at Carney Park.

Teachers: LT Light & SCPO Gilfoy
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Front: Danny Byrnes, Juliya Key, Francis Carlos, Justin Stone
Back: Raffaele Eberlin, Christopher Dalton, Riley Wadington, 
Jacob Gray, Ryan Christensen

Front: Anna Gilfoy, Juliya Key, Ian Boggs, 
Back: Christopher Dalton, Bret Baldwin, Danny Byrnes, 
Jacob Gray

Levi Wood, Riley Wadington; Raffaele Eberlin, Justin Stone (2nd 
Place Europeans)

Levi Wood, Riley Wadington

 Regulation Armed Drill

 Solos Duos
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Competition Teams
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Video Communication & Career Pathways 
 
Video Production is offered on 
both the middle and high school 
level. High school students pro-
duce a weekly news show that 
airs once a week during seminar. 
This year they also partnered 
with MWR to produce a monthly 
newsreel for the movie theater 
anchored by Audrey Martin. 
They continued covering sporting 
events on the weekends provid-
ing valuable game footage for the 
coaches. In partnership with AFN, 
students, Jameel Knight, Brooke 
Murdock and John-Michael Spatt, 
produced a weekly radio show 
called “The Wildcat Minute.” 
Students in middle school take 
this course for one semester and 
learn the basics of video camera 
operation and editing. 

Pathways to Careers is a 
one quarter class on the 
7th grade wheel. The 
purpose of the class is 
to expose students to 
many career options so 
that they can plan their 
educational pathway to 
match their career path. 
Students hear from pro-
fessionals in many differ-
ent career fields and take 
field trips to actual work 
sites. This year students 
had guest speakers from 
the medical field, jour-
nalism, CSI, law, and the 
Air Force. They also took 
a fieldtrip to AFN.

Media Team

Career Pathways

Front: Lindsey Goes, Audrey Martin, Toriona Farrell
Middle: Victoria Murdock, Matthew Farrugia, Brayan Rodriguez
Back: Joseph Simpson, Cameron Copeland, Jameel Knight, John- Michael Spatt, Jacob Carter, 
Brooke Murdock     

Front: Thomas Dukeshire, Eric Dadron
Middle: Jake Ross, Ibraheem Sheikh, Drew Arel, Jonathan Freiermuth,
Corwin Paulsen; Back: Drew Humphrey, Xavier Langevin, Javonte West
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Teacher: Mrs. Spatt
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Back: Devan Hall,Derek Rusher, Chris Greene, Mario Betancourt, Thomas Maguire,
Sam Smith, Middle: Isadora Flores, Madison Sims, Ada Laurer Front: Caitin Quirk, Eva Pad-
ron

5
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1. The Career Pathways class took a 
trip to the AFN studio where they 
can see where all the magic hap-
pens.
2. Pilot, Andrew Katz, talks to the 
Career Pathways students about 
piloting.
3. First year students, Jayse Simpson 
and Marco Linderblad filming  a 
PSA.
4. Middle School first semester 
video students
5. Tori Farrell showing how to do 
an interview for a news piece in 
middle school video.

1 2 3
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One of the computer classes that Mr. Mills teaches is 
Computer Robotics, where students learn to build and 
program lego robots. One student, Darianne Collins, 
describes the robot war competion. “The Robot War 
Competition required robotics’ students to build a robot 
and include an attachment to it. The attachment could 
be a claw, ramp, etc. I chose to build a ramp. During the 
robot war, my attachment would push the other robots 
off the platform from the side. The design was original-
ly meant to lift the robots up, and drop them off the 
platform but, the ramp was not strong enough to lift the 
robots up. If I were to redo the process, I would’ve made 
the motor functional and able to lift other robots off the 
ground.”

Another class Mr. Mills teaches is Engineering, where 
students learn to make a structure to hold books. One student, 
Conner Roberts, describes the book stacking 
competition. “For this competition we had to make a 
structure out of a piece of tape and a folder, which would hold 
books. We started this process by making the structure with 
the folder and tape and scissors, mine only held three books 
the first time i tried, after we had utterly failed in making our 
structure, we were sent home to think of ways to refine and 
better our design and why it might have failed the first time. 
The second time we did this activity we had come up with a 
better way to hold the books and so everyone did better than 
they had before. My structure was a flat piece of folder balanced 
on six small cylinders that i had made with the other side of the 
folder. By balancing the books on this structure i was able to 
surpass the previous record, 90lbs., by one pound, for a score of 
91lbs. of books!

Computers,Engineering & 
Robotics

116

Robot War Competition

Book Stacking Competition

Shannon Byrnes & Darianne Collins display 
their robot warriors.

Conner Roberts sees how many books his 
structure can hold before it collapses.

Teacher: Mr. Mills
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1. Nathan Cairns and Rica Staten unscrew pieces 
of the laptop to discover how they function inside. 
2. Tyler Bredlow works on making his robot func-
tion better than before. 
3. Marshall Saunders takes apart the whole laptop 
and finds a way to put it back together. 
4. Maura Patterson works on her assignment in 
Mrs. Scherillo’s computer class.   
5. Tristan Bradley tries to balance out as many 
books as he can on his structure made out of a 
piece of tape and a folder.
6. David Laird works on the BS Grinder in engi-
neering class. 
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The Culinary Arts Department has shown these students 
how to make delicious meals in no time. Nine teams com-
peted for top honors in the DoDDS Europe Culinary Arts 
Faire held February 19-21 at Kaiserslautern Middle and 
High Schools. Naples High School took a team of four 
students to present the Mediterranean District. Student 
from Naples, Madeleine Chaston (2nd year), Karissa Pick-
rell (1st year), Hanna Bair (1st year), and Nathan Cairns 
(1st year) worked hard to cook up the competition in 
Germany. Tablescape was a new event this year where stu-
dents selected a menu from blind draw and were provided 
various items to complete a table setting for two in thirty 
minutes. All flatware, plates,and glasses for 
the menu had to be selected and 
placed correctly. Students used 
elements of design to create a 
folded napkin and additional table 
decorations.

AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) is 
a college preparatory program designed to help students 
learn the skills necessary for success in college and be-
yond. These students participate in seminars and during 
classes with guest speakers and they do all types of activi-
ties to help them develop team work, leadership, as well 
as creative and critical thinking skills. They also get to par-
ticipate in field trips to learn more about different careers 
and what degrees each 
college includes. Students take Cornell 
notes and present weekly 
during their AVID class. Students 
taking this class are required to 
take advanced courses and do 
extra work in all their classes.

118

Culinary Arts & Avid

Madeleine Chaston stirs up her cupcake mix to make delicious 
Cheesecake cupcakes with fudge filling.

Damaris Martinez works out her problem on the board to get 
help from her teacher.

Teacher: Ms. Pennartz Culinary Arts

Teachers: Mr. Hosmer, Ms. Yee, Ms. Eisenberg

AVID
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1. Holly Fielder makes the icing for the 
Red Velvet cupcakes.
2. Gary Smith puts butter on his crepes.
3.Karissa Pickrell has too much fun and 
gets pizza sauce all over herself.
4.Michael Ingram, Stanley Kloss, and Zane 
Zimmermann build a sculpture out of 
marshmallows and toothpicks in AVID.
5. Cynita Pena enjoys the guest 
speakers that brought Fleet & Family bags 
for the AVID students to keep.
6. Stanley Kloss and Michael Ingram work 
on modeling a car out of tape and straws.

1 2 3
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Beginning Band

Front: Brianna Neumann, Sydney Milton, 
Drew Humphrey Middle: Gregory Martinez, 
Javonte West, Xavier Langevin, Alexander 
Davila, Matthew Price, Mr. Hewett Back: 
Cole Fukumitsu, Liam Brown, Reggie Gar-
cia Cruz, Sean Domailk, McKenna Gray, 
Lamell Griffin

Advanced Band

Front: Lindsey Goes, Kristen Ludwick, Re-
becca Held Middle: Julian Platisa, Lorenzo 
Flores, Sam Funk, John Collins, Kaitlyn 
Malone, Alex Matelski, Serena Hanson, 
Mr.Hewett Back: Abigail Morgan, Natoria 
Morris, Ruben Garza, Dylan Duggar, Tyrone 
Pittman, Stephen Nowell, Jerra Ewing, 
Jayla Martin, Tiffany Jones Back: Marshall 
Saunders, Joseph Nave, Derrick Cobbs, 
Michael Wright, Aaron Ibarra, Carter Martin, 
Abigeal Lynch, Michael Adams

Band Teacher: Mr.Hewett
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Intermediate Band

Front: Melissa Collins, Lydia Bradbury, 
Michon Sanders, Grace Vandelac, Mika 
Poluhowich, Winston Leaphart, Joshua 
Byers Middle: David Morgan, Michael 

Haynes, Aonesti Brooks, Emily Patterson, 
Ramsey Cotton, Mr. Hewett Back: Robert 
Matelski, Joseph Deneke, Luis Tetatzin, 

Lachlan Sims, Evan Buell

Jazz Band 

Front: Ryan Christensen,Tiffany Jones, 
Rebbeca Held, Joshua Byers; Middle: 
Giorgio Latour, Joseph Nave, Alexander 
Laney, Ruben Garza, Joshua Steiner; Back: 
Aaron Ibarra, Michael Adams, Chris Levine, 
Mr. Hewett
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Strings and Choir

Beginning Strings

Front: Ricky Kidder, Savannah Klassen, 
Lily Weitzman, Elizabeth Van Ness, Victoria 
Whiting; MIddle : Anthony Bellber, Jack Luc-
ci, Chennelle Athearn, Michelle Lee; Back: 
Dakota Dugger, Ty Smith, Axel Pagan , Cole 
Clapperton, Carlos Vertizzuta, Madison Cas-

cone, Litzie Figueroa

Intermediate/ Advanced Strings

122

Front: Trevor Held, Bianka Ponce-Garcia, 
Alexander Laney, Isadora Flores, Aliah Gi-
paya, Amya Copeland; Middle: Ciarra Kir-
by, Isabelle Rosi, Seberina Ponce-Garcia, 
Jennifer James, Timothy Smith, Mr. Hewett; 
Back: Scott Stoneburner, Ethan Cavin, Jas-

mine Brown, Zaria Salters, Matthew

Teacher: Mr.Coffey & Mr.Hewett
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Beginning Choir

Front: Sawyer Treat, Cadin Caldwell, Wut-
tiphong Khotsaeng, Julian Enguillado, Eva 
Zeller; Middle: Kennenth Madamba, Jona-
than Freiermuth, Lilia Ward, Cambria Cald-
well, Kacey Croughen, Jordann Arbuckle, 
Anika Mustard, Darren Murphy, Sara Santa-
na; Back: Knyia McLean, Clarisa Hall, Vic-
toria Brown, Katelyn Bristley, Kayla Music, 

Marissa Dye

Advanced Choir

Front: Helena Zirkle, Audrey Martin, Tanya 
Dalton, Jordynn Rogers; Middle: Charity 
Hollingsworth, Gabby Clark, Diana Carl, 
Lelia Thorp, Miles Davis; Back: Ella Coffey, 
Zachary Oestereicher, Cater Martin, Nate 
Price

Intermediate Choir

Front: Alexander De Asis, Mia Carlson, Kira 
Lowrey; Middle: Kaelyn Bradley, Ami Kin-
namon, Nora Bair, Lydia Boyum, Matthew 
Price, Sam Smith; Back: Madison Sims, 
Brianna Bishop, Helen Person, Christian 
Krause
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NHS gives you an exciting class to express your cre-
ative imagination. There are a variety of selections in 
courses that give high school students opportunities to 
explore drawing, painting, printmaking, mixed media, 
and much more. These students enjoyed making “All 
About Us” self-portraits, super hero masks as well as 
many other creative things. High School students inter-
ested in taking this class would take 
it for a full year but as for middle 
schoolers they wold only take it for 
a semester.

Art, PE, Health

124

Teacher: Ms. Giubilato

High School P.E. and Health is a semester course, 
which is required for graduation. This class develops 
movement skills, conceptual knowledge and attitude 
to make decisions about personal fitness, exercise, and 
adolescent lifestyle for 9th through 12th grade. These 
students go to the gym to exercise and stay fit by run-
ning, lifting weights and any other exercise their teacher 
has in mind.
Middle School P.E. and Health learn about nutrition 
and proper hygiene for their changing bodies. This class 
is part of their “WHEEL” for a whole quarter. These 
students learn the rules to many sports such as volley-
ball, basketball, tennis, baseball, football, and much 
more. They also learn the proper stretching techniques 
to prevent injuries and they take fitness tests.

Leinaala Esperon and Bradley Beale work on their pastel artwork.

Terrel Staten plays soccer during his P.E. class.

PE & Health

Art

Teachers: Mrs. Byler, Ms. Krom, Mr. Nagafuchi, Mr. Andreoli
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1.Tyler Treat makes an “All About 
Us” self-portrait.
2. Kory McKinney shades in the face 
of his self-portrait.
3.Ivan Garcia, Kaitlyn Lounsberry, 
and David Werking work on their 
super hero masks.
4. Katelyn Bristley enjoys running in 
her PE class.
5.Shun Williams plays tennis out-
side.
6. Ms. Pennartz’s PE class enjoys 
playing volleyball

2 31
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Yearbook&Drama

Drama is a class that focuses on acting 
and how to improve yourself as an actor 
or a public speaker. There are many 
activities such as pantomime, improvi-
sation, reader’s theatre, and interpretive 
poetry reading. They have studied many 
Greek plays, most about the Greek gods 
and goddesses, plays from the Dr.Suess 
storybooks, and they even did a murder 
mystery play. 
The Lightning Larry play was in the first 
semester in October. The students went 
to the Naples Elementary School and pre-
formed a western themed play. The play 
was about an outlaw, Evil-Eye McNeevil, 
that had a gun that shoots light and the 
outlaw is feared by many. But when Larry 
comes to town with a hankering for lem-
onade, everybody thinks that he will help 
save the town of Brimstone. Larry’s gun 
can shoot lightning instead of bullets. 
When Evil-Eye McNeevil shoots some-
one, the shot makes them sad and angry 
all the time. But, when Larry shoots 
them, it makes them happy. It’s like the 
rain cloud over them finally went away.

The Yearbook Staff

Cast from Lightning Larry

The yearbook staff is part of the school’s of-
ficial media team but is also a family. Their 
primary responsibility is to produce and 
master making spreads for the yearbook. 
Each student that is part of the staff in year-
book has many jobs that require focus and 
responsibility. Some of the many jobs range 
from photography, page designer, to editor. 
They started to work from the beginning 
of the first day of school. The students are 
presented with a challenge to get the most 
pictures in the Stars and Stripes and the 
Panorama this year. Students also learn how 
to get down to business to publish the book 
and advertise to get people to buy the book. 
They also learn how to calculate the costs 
and profits for every book they sell so that 
they can cover the publication expenses. 
Although we have only had two people that 
are returning editors, Austin Bain and Hai-
ley Evans, that have been guiding the new 
yearbook members throughout the year, our 
other editors were equally respected. They 
were Hailey Evans who was the ads editor, 
Keylee Soto- Camacho who was the classes 
editor, Austin Bain who was the sports 
editor, Lexi Buell who was the student life 
editor, Toriona Farrell who was the clubs 
editor, Carina Cusumano who was the peo-
ple section editor, and Michael Curtin, who 
shared a position with Hailey Evans, was 
the theme editors. The other members were 
Allison Record, Emily King, Nicolas Davis, 
Ashley Harrison, and Sara Mays.
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1. Emily King takes a picture of the Naples 
landscape during the Naples field trip.
2. Toriona Farrell and Kaylee Soto-Cama-
cho learning how to use a camera.
3. Michael Curtin takes a picture with 
focus.
4. Caitlyn Pellegata, Frances-Steffany Aqui-
no, and Matthew Farrugia take the stage 
with power and attitude. 
5. Ninah Baker and Marco Lindablad take 
their roles in the play.
6. Rica Staten takes the stage.
7.Lexi Buell’s funny face at a picture she 
took.
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By: Hailey Evans

“Yearbook gives you a different perspective on the great 
things that photography can teach you and how you’re able 

to embrace who you really want to be.” - Emily King

PHOTOGRAPHY
Can make a Change

Photo: Alexis Buell Photo: Emily King  Feature: Hailey Evans
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 With the start of the new school year, a new opportunity for the 

students of the NHS yearbook team to create an even better book 
then they processed the year before. This meant, new pictures and 

new events to shoot regarding various sports games and spirit shown 
throughout the school. This year our staff had worked tremendously 
hard to show up at every seasonal sport games to capture engaging 
images of the athletes of NHS. They also put their hard work and 
time into making sure that the students of Naples American High 

School were a part of their yearbook. Meaning they tried to take pic-
tures of everyone interacting in some kind of activity involving school, 

sports, clubs, and music and talent areas.
 As well as snapping photos of the events that occur within the 

high school, they took it upon themselves to make the best of every 
photo opportunity and take photos at the events that were held in the 
community and took their skills along with them on field trips.  With-

in this book is the talent of every person on the yearbook staff and 
what they’ve learned through photography in order to make the best 

book achievable. 
 Photography is a hobby, a skill, a talent, a lifestyle, a choice, 

a passion and a love for many people. The world always looks bet-
ter through a lens, and should be appreciated through the people who 

choose photography to make a change in every day life.
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Unbreakable
       Bonds

Members of the 
program Student to 
Student engage in a 
frienship and team 
bonding excersise to 
practice improving 
communication skills 
and capturing the art 
of working together 
as one, to untie their 
hands successfully.
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Project Armor

Cultural Clubs
Honor Societies

Professional Clubs

 Sci Fi Club
Student to Student

HOSA
Students in our newest club visit the hospital

Dodds Europe

Academic Team 
Places 3rd

Art Clubs
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Photo By Toriona Farrell

 
 Did you ever want to have a career in medicine?
 Well here is the club for you it is called HOSA.

By Toriona Farrell 

On December 12, 2013 the HOSA club went to the hospital for a job fair event.  Ajsela Toci 
and Mireya Oritiz ask questions of  the staff.

Photo By :Toriona Farrell

At Naples high school there are ton of clubs, but have you ever wanted to join a club for medical experience?

 Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA) is a new club sponsed by our school nurse Mrs. Hall. 
There are many events they participate in at the hospital like job fairs. 

The job fair is where you get to go to the hospital and learn about the many different types of medical jobs. In 
the hospital you will learn different information from different people in those deptartments. Also you have 
guest speakers from fleet and family come and talk to you about their job.  This branch of HOSA is the first 
international club.  Mrs. Hall is extremely excited she is also learning how to run it with the students She was a 
member when she was a junior and when it came to her senior year she got as a assistant farm tech job. Nurse 
Hall’s Philosophy is, be the best you and  follow your dreams and aspirations.’’ 
                
 HOSA officer Shanice Alexander says that she likes being in the club because, “you get to experience 
hands on medical activites so good for a medical career.’’ She  says she wants to be a  radiologist , which is a 
CAT scanner operator or an OBGYN, a doctor who delivers babies. Also she says that HOSA has helped her 
learn more about the two medical fields she wants to do. According to Shanice, “You can never be successful 
unless you try.” Overall, you should come join HOSA because  you can go on field trips and  you get to meet 
new people everyday. Also you can you learn for free about different jobs at the hospital that you might not 
have known were medical.
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Honesty Boone learning about the dental 
experience.

Shanice Alexander learning about surgery 
careers.

Ms. Farrugia teaching Aria Baker about the 
equipment she uses for testing air quality. 

Ms. Farrugia’s scientific testing kit.  

Photo By: Toriona FarrellPhoto By: Toriona Farrell
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Clubs & Organizations

SCA Door Decorating Contest

SCA holiday dress day

Jasmine Brown selling t-shirts for 
MSCA.

Front: Brooke Murdock, Vice President; Victoria Krause, President; Isabella Lucy, Secretary; 
Back: Luca Melendez, Treasurer; Shanice Alexander, Public Relations; Sam Murdock, Representative

134 Layout By: Toriona Farrell

Front: Cameron Lord,Treasurer 7th grade; Ricky Kidder, Secretary 7th grade; Alex Davila, Vice -President 7th grade; 
Trevor Held, Treasurer 8th grade
Middle: Cambria Caldwell, Class Rep. 7th grade; Grace Vandelac, Public Relations 8th grade; Seamus Wade, Repre-
sentative 8th grade; Caitlin Quirk, Treasurer 8th grade
Back: Ami Kinnamon, Secretary 8th grade; Katelyn Bristley, Public Relations 7th grade; Michael Wright, 
Vice- President 8th grade; Christopher Glanzmann, President 7th grade; Jasmine Brown, President 8th grade 
(Not photographed: Lauren Bushey)

SCA
Mrs. Costa

MSCA
Mr. Steadham
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Junior NHS reviewing students

resumes.

NHS members displaying the teddy bears they collected. 

Front: Brittaney Key, Hannah Hood, Audrey Martin, Frances- Steffany Aquino
Middle: Aria Gusilan, Abby Lynch, Sebrina Ponce- Garcia, Olivia Collins: President
Back: Patrick Carnahan, John- Michael Spatt, Marc Davis
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Front: Malachy Mroch, Vice President;  Leah Bushey, Secretary; Shannon Byrnes, President; Jasia Nicolas, 2nd Vice President; 
Andrew Smith, Treasurer; Derek Rusher, Luke Ross, Jerra Ewing, Tyler Treat, Rebecca Held, Andrew Torres 
Second: Lorenzo Flores, Ami Kinnamon, Darianne Collins, Emily Patterson, Caitlin Quirk, Grace Vandelac, Tanya Dalton, Mika 
Poluhowich, Kristen Ludwick, Jane Reasland, Maura Patterson, Juliya Key
Third: Alexander Laney, Megan Lucci, Linsdey Goes, Lachlan Sims, Kayla Music, Alyssa Albano, Amber Albano, Madison Mills
Lauren Bushey ,Lydia Boyum ,Sydney Bidwell, Ingrid Bidwell, Elijah Mroch
Back: Alicia Nottrot, Sierra Dye, Kathryn Cairns, Ella Coffey, Carlie Jacoby, Hunter Williams, Sebastian Staten II, Casey Evans, 
Skylar Evans, Jacob Gray, Christopher Levine, Tremaine Sorge, Ethan Cavin, Raphael Figueroa

NHS

NHS memebers collecting te
ddy 

bears for toys fo
r tots.

Mr. Hewett

NJHS
Mrs. Rodriguez
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Clubs & Organizations

Sam Murdock in Rhein Germany for IsLI.  

Daniel Byrnes making poster for  

Science Symposium.

Megan Lucci showing her poster in Germany. 

Clubs & Organizations

Front: Sam Murdock, Regent; Juliya Key, Participant; Stephen Nowell, Participant
Back: Dakota Duggar; Participant

ont: Sam M Duggar: Participant
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Front: Megan Lucci, Jane Reasland
Back: Miguel De Frutos, Danny  Byrnes 

ISLI
Ms.Riggs 

Science Symposium
Mrs. Peterson

Layout By: Toriona Farrell 
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 Torie Molmer dancing
 at 

Creative Connection
s. 

  Brayan Rodriguez drawing in Germany.   

Front: Mara Wheelehan, Mr. Wade, Brittaney Key
Back: Patrick Carnahan, John-Michael Spatt
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Front: Lauren O’Brien, Victoria Molmer, Helena Zirkle
Middle: Daniel Smith, Brayan Rodriguez, Mr. Coffey
Back: Madeleine Chaston, Toriona Farrell, Isabella Lucy, Seberina Ponce- Garcia, Alexander Laney

(Not photographed: Ashley Calabro)

Academic Team

John-Micheal Spatt guessing  

the answer to the question. 

Mr.Wade

Creative Connections 
Mr. Coffey
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Clubs & Organizations

Enecia Hopes cutting chicken in Culinary Club..

Nurse Hall talking at a HOSA 

meeting. 

Aria Baker and other HOSA members at a job fair. 

Clubs & Organizations

Front: Drew Humphrey, Cheyanne Wheeler, Enecia Hopes
Back: Malachi Gordon, Taiylor Turk, Marcelina Marszalek
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Front: Carina Cusumano: Vice President, Bret Baldwin: Treasurer, Shanice Alexander: President, Mrs. Hall, Leinaala 
Esperon: Secretary
Middle: Jenni Langstraat, Abigail Morgan, Ninah Baker, Jane Reasland, Tanya Dalton, Amber Smith
Back: Aundrea Hall, Ajsela Toci, Mireya Ortiz

Culinary Club 
Ms. Pennartz

HOSA
Mrs.Hall

Layout By: Toriona Farrell 
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Front: Seberina Ponce-Garcia, Vice President; Audrey Martin, President; Harley Williams, Treasure; Zane Zimmer-
mann, Secretary; Ms. Ballard
Back: Marica Staten, Daniel Smith, Kylie Beltz, Sam Murdock, Marc Davis
Not photographed:  Skylar Evans, Amanda Ortega
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Front: Luca Melendez, Brian Thibodeau, Samuel Weitzman, Matthew Collins, Daniel Byrnes
Back: Brandon Oestericher, Zachary Oestereicher, Maura Patterson, Jane Reasland, Tristan McCune, Mrs. Yee

FEA

Amanda Ortega & 

Daniel Smith and the rest of 

the FEA group in Germany.

Ms.Ballard

Rubik’s Club
Mrs.Yee

The FEA group in Germany for their conference.

Sam Weitzman playing 
with 

Rubik’s  cube on Nerd Day. 
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Clubs & Organizations

Victoria Whiting drawing her name 

for Art club.

Drum major, Olivia Collins, leading the band at the  football game.

Clubs & Organizations

Victoria Parkins, Victoria Whiting, Kiana Kidder
(Not photographed: Adriana Kokosinska)

140 Layout By: Toriona Farrell 

Front: Shannon Byrnes, Jayla Martin, Ruben Garza, Seberina Ponce-Garcia, Audrey Martin, Melissa Collins, David 
Morgan, John Collins, Tanya Dalton; Middle: Gabriel Perez, Tiffany Jones, Joshua Steiner, Christopher Levine, Re-
becca Held, Lindsey Goes, Olivia Collins, Deidre Jones;  Back: Darianne Collins, Sam Funk, Michael Haynes, Abby 
Lynch, Kristen Ludwick, Brittany Key, Juliya Key, Tyler Wright, Carter Martin, 
Aaron Ibarra, Jasmine Brown 

Art Club 
Ms. Giubilato

Marching Band 
Mr. Hewett

Kiana Kidder drawing patterns in Art club. 
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Alli Record’s R
eflections 3r

d 

place winner phot
o. 

Band members “rock out” at PepRally

Front: Tiffany Jones
Middle: Gabby Clark, Jerra Ewing, Joseph Deneke, Olivia Collins
Back: Diana Carl, Brayan Rodriguez, Jameel Knight, Ryan Wood,Tristan Cookson
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Rock Band 

Gabby Clark singing at the pep

rally .

Mr. Coffey

Reflection Winners
Mrs. Spatt

Front: Missy Lease, Reflections Chair; Nani Thurston, NHS PTSA Pres; Sara Mays, photography 1st place special artist; Alli 
Record, photography 3rd place; Audrey Martin, film production 1st place; Mitchell Plante, film production 1st place special 
artist & photography 2nd place special artist; Mr. Werner, Principal NHS Back: Ms. Williamitis, Ass. Principal NHS; Nicolas 
Davis,  photography 1st place; John-Michael Spatt, film production 2nd place; Toriona Farrell, film production 3rd place; Austin 
Bain, photography 2nd place; Jameel Knight, musical composition 1st place
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Clubs & Organizations

Jamie Record and Mrs.Yee at the Spelling Bee.

Helen Person and McKenna Gray 

studing for the Geography Bee.

McKenna Gray and Nathaniel Gill 
 at the Geography Bee.  

Clubs & Organizations

Mario Betancourt, 2nd  place winner; Jamie Record, 1st place winner Front: Helen Person, Isadora Flores, Mck-
enna Gray, Jasmine Brown, 

142  Layout By:Toriona Farrell

Finalists: Helen Person, Isadora Flores, McKenna Gray, Jasmine Brown, Tristen Laney     

      

Spelling Bee
Mrs.Yee

Geography Bee
Mr. Steadham
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Shanice Alexander, V
.P. & 

Toriona Far
rell, President o

f 

S2S

S2S new student Party.

Front: Brittaney Key, Tanya Dalton, Frances- Steffany Aquino
Back: Dr. Himmler, Bradley Miller, Tristan Arbuckle, Michael Ingram, Anthony Bellber, Taiylor Turk
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Front: Nora Bair, Jack Rinko, Frances- Steffany Aquino, Toriona Farrell, President   Melissa Collins, Kiana Kidder, Ami Kinna-
mon; Middle: Isabora Clarisa, Shanice Alexander: Vice President, Joseph Deneke, Amber Smith: Secretary, Victoria Brown, 
Aonesti Brooks; Back: Lauren Bushey, Aira Gusilan, Honesty Boone, Abby Lynch, Briana Swamipersaud, Micheal Wright

Project Amor

Project Amor Meetings with 

Dr. Himmler.

Dr. Himmler

S2S
Ms. Masterman
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Clubs & Organizations

Sci-Fi memebers playing killer bunnies.

Tyler Wright showing other Sci-Fi

members how to play the game.

Jessica Fielder dressed up for 
Japanese Culture Club.

Clubs & Organizations

Front: Scott Stoneburner, Ciarra Kirby, Seberina Ponce-Garcia, John Lucci, Wyatt Sorge
Middle: Unknown, Corwin Paulsen, Bianka Ponce- Garcia, Gwendolyn McAlpine, John Collins, Lindsey Goes, Camer-
on Lord, Matthew Price
Back: Sean Sosville, Patrick Carnahan, Michael Wright, Carter Martin, Nate Price, and Joshua Steiner
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Front: Jessica Fielder, Lauren O’Brien
Middle: Mrs. Peterson, Tristan Lucy, Matthew Price, Edwin Whiting, Frances-Steffany Aquino, Taja Knight
Back: Unknown, Deiondre Moment, Tre’ Von Jones, Matthew Farrugia, Nate Price, Samuel Smith

Sci Fi
Mr. Hewett

Japanese Culture Club
Mrs. Peterson 

 Layout By:Toriona Farrell
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Italian clu
b selling t

reats for 
 

fundraising .

Spanish club playing spanish musical chairs.

Front: Mr. Lord, Mr. Hosmer, Audrey Martin, Co-President; Harley Williams, Co-President; Daniel Byrnes, Treasurer; 
Ajsela Toci, Secretary
Middle: Brittaney Key, Aira Gusilan, Ingrid Bidwell, Sydney Bidwell, Sebrina Ponce- Garcia, Mara Wheelehan
Back: Alli Record, Brandon Oestereicher, Joshua Thurston, Zachary Oestereicher, Jerra Ewing, Juliya Key
(Not photographed: Isabella Lucy, Fundraising Chair)
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Front: Daniel Langstraat, Giorgio Latour, Mr. Sherokee, Treasurer; Davide Di Costanzo, Mrs. Pennasillico, Ashley Calabro, 
President; Chennelle Athearn, Carmine Oropallo; Middle: Amber Albino, Isabel Hermanson, Jasia Nicolas, Frank Mastroian-
ni, Joseph Cianciaruso, Benedetta Laird, Vice President; David Laird; Back: Victoria Parkins, Adriana Kokosinska, Charity 
Hollingsworth, Abigail Morgan, Emeline Hanscel, Darianne Collins, Tristan McCune, Matthew Farrugia, Public Relations; 
Matteo Pugliese, Manuel Garcia, Michael Adams
No photographed: Daniel Smith and Angelica Baker, Secretary

Spanish Club

Spanish club playing a color 

game  in spanish. 

  Mr. Hosmer & Mr. Lord

Italian Club
Mr. Sherokee & Mrs. Pennasilico  
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NHS 

Athletic Booster Club

Wishes to congratulations to the 
graduating class of 2014.  

You’ve left quite
a legacy to live up to!

http://www.naplesboosterclub.com

@NAHSABC NHS Athletic Booster Club
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Sports 
Illustrated

THREE-PEAT
Vicky Krause leads her team 
to another championship for 

the third year in a row

ALL-STAR SOUTH
The top four Wildcat football 
players head to Germany for All-
Stars

WRESTLING 
GIVES BACK
The Wildcats 
clean up the 
community

WHY WE 
WEAR PINK

The Wildcats 
support  the fight 

against cancer

GREEN AND WHITE EDITION

SPORTS DIVIDER.indd   1 4/18/14   7:42 AM



Girls Volleyball 
does it Again!

Senior Vicky Krause, Carina Cusumano, and Junior Aundrea Hall cele-
brate after a kill against AOSR.

“Photo by Michael Abrams. Used with 
permission. © 2013 Stars and Stripes.”

“Photo by Michael Abrams. Used with 
permission. © 2013 Stars and Stripes.”

Photo credit: 
Hailey Evans

“Being “three-peat” champions feels 
amazing because we didn’t have the 
perfect record going into Euros, so 

other teams thought they have a better 
chance of beating us.”

 - Carina Cusumano 
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The Lady Wildcats celebrate after their championship game

First Team All-European - Seniors, Vicky Krause and Carina 
Cusumano (Left and Right); Junior, Andrea Hall - Second Team 
All-European (center)

By: Austin Bain 
 Third time Volleyball European 
Champions bring home the banner once 
again. This season of the Lady wild-
cats was full of intensity on and off the 
court. They worked together to achieve 
their ultimate goals and started with 
their relationship as a team. Every prac-
tice they grew closer as a family, which 
strengthened their ability to cooperate 
so well with each other on the court. 
Captain Vicky Krause stated, “We were 
so much like a family it was ridicu-
lous.” They pushed themselves to their 
limits and put in one hundred and ten 
percent in every practice so they could 
give it two hundred and ten percent 
of their talents in the games. “Having 
sisterhood on the team really helped us 
push for the win,” Senior Carina Cusu-
mano states. 
 With the loss of almost half 
their starting line up, this season for 
the Lady wildcats was a challenge to 
rebuild and start over to create a new 
kind of bond with a new team.  
Starting off their season playing 
Sigonella, the team looked very prom-
ising and very composed. During the 
regular season,the Lady Wildcats only 
lost one game.

 After their loss against the Fal-
cons, the Wildcats strived for revenge, 
by pushing even harder in everything 
they did. 
 At Europeans in Ramstein, Ger-
many, the Wildcats achieved their goal 
by being undefeated in pool play, which 
led them to the semi-finals against the 
Vicenza Cougars. The Lady Wildcats 
trounced the Vicenza Cougars with 
ease, which sent them into the finals 
against the AOSR Falcons. The Naples 
Lady Wildcats went into finals very 
nervous and anxious, but didn’t let their 
previous loss against AOSR get to their 
heads. Captain Vicky Krause states, 
“Knowing that every other school was 
against us, made us want it even more.” 
AOSR was tired from the previous two 
days and started to get cocky. The Lady 
Wildcats were ready for their revenge 
and came out hard. They defeated the 
AOSR Falcons in just three sets out of 
five, making the Lady Wildcats cham-
pions once again.

“Photo by Michael Abrams. Used with 
permission. © 2013 Stars and Stripes.”

“Photo by Michael Abrams. Used with 
permission. © 2013 Stars and Stripes.”

Photo credit: Mrs. Spatt

All-European
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Girls Volleyball

“It’s like a sisterhood, it’s 
ridiculous”

-Captains: Vicky Krause and 
Drea Hall

“I could not be more proud of this 
group of girls. They worked so hard all 
year and really became a family instan-

taneously. They were able to stay fo-
cused all season and that allowed them 
to peek at the right time. As they dom-
inated their competition at Europeans 
they remained humble and classy at all 
times. They were such a fun group of 

girls and we had a blast   working with 
them.” 

– Coach Julia Byler
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The Naples Lady Wildcat Volleyball team started 
the season with a lot riding on their shoulders. With 
back-to-back Division II championships under their 
belt, they knew they had a target on their back. Last 
year the ladies accomplished a 25-0 record; this year 
they came close with a 23-2 record with both loses to 
AOSR. The girls knew they would have the chance to 
face them again in Ramstein, Germany for the Euro-
peans Tournament. During the regular season the girls 
pushed themselves to their limits and trained harder 
than ever to remain Division II champions. Upon 
arrival in Ramstein, Germany, after a 24 hour bus ride 
with both Aviano and Vicenza, our Lady Wildcats 
were fortunate enough to scrimmage with Division 
I reigning champions for 3 years now, Ramstein 
Royals. Our Lady Wildcats were a family through out 
the season and became even close at the tournament. 
They went undefeated in pool play and overpowered 
Vicenza in the semi-finals to advance to the champi-
onships the next day. As luck would have it, the girls 
faced AOSR for revenge. The Naples Lady Wildcats 
crushed AOSR without letting them surpass 20 points. 
Our Lady Wildcats proved chemistry on and off the 
court is key to becoming a championship team by 
becoming Division II champions 3 years in a row.
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Sigonella

MMI

Vicenza

Florence 

AOSR

Aviano

Europeans

Win

Win

Win

Win

Loss

Win

1st

Senior, Vicky Krause, and Sophomore, Leinaala Esperon, going up 
for a block.

The team celebrating after a point.

Junior, Keylee Soto-Camacho, Senior 
Vicky Krause, and Junior, Drea Hall, 
waiting for the serve.

Freshmen, Amanda James, 
setting the ball.

Row 1 (left to right): Victoria Krause, Aundrea Hall
Row 2 (left to right): Alexis Buell, Amilia Espiet, Jennifer Langstraat, Amanda James, Hannah Hood
Row 3 (left to right): Carina Cusumano, Harley Williams, Leinaala Esperon, Skylar Evans, Sierra 
Dye, Keylee Soto-Camacho

Front: Sophie Gardner, Courtney Hall
Back: Jillian Thurston, Abigeal Lynch, Ella Coffey, Tianna Frazier

JV

Varsity
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Boys Volleyball

“Yesterday’s attitude won’t win 
today’s games”

-Sam Murdock and Austin Bain

“Wildcats team has certainly rebuilt the overall 
strength in offense and defense power throughout 

the season. Our team improvement came from a few 
players, including three seniors, who spent good 
part of summer training and brought back their 

refined skills to our team.”
- Mr. Peter Nagafuchi
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The team getting ready to go out on the court.

From the year 2013, the Wildcat Volleyball team has 
certainly rebuilt their overall strength in offense and 
defense. As well as demonstrate power throughout 
the season. Our team improvement came the team 
as a whole, including three seniors, who spent time 
during the summer training and brought back their 
refined skills to contribute to the team. Having the 
reputation of a 2-8 record and taking 5th place at the 
Mediterranean championship last season, the boys 
were determined to do better than ever this season. 
From the beginning of the season, players learned 
to focus, show their responsibility, and overall skills. 
Skills such as serving, and receiving frontcourt at-
tacks/backcourt attacks were practiced to perfection. 
The boys were rewarded with a 10-0 record to cap-
ture the conference title. With this record, we chal-
lenged the Mediterranean title at the Aviano Tour-
nament. Defending Champion AOSR and unknown 
rival Incirlick awaited to play the Naples Wildcats. We 
fought hard against Turkey, however their experience 
as a team overtook us. The boys fought and defeated 
Vicenza for 3rd place. Austin Bain, Josh Hensy and Sam 
Murdock were chosen to be on the All Tournament 
Team as well as the All Conference Team.

153Layout by: Austin Bain

Sigonella

MMI

Vicenza

AOSR

Aviano

Europeans

Win

Win

Win

Win

Win

3rd

The team celebrating after a point. Switching sides with the opponents.

Junior Marc Davis passing the 
ball.

Senior Sam Murdock spiking 
the ball.

Coach Chris talking to the team 
during a timeout.

Junior Jon Wheeler spiking the 
ball.

Front Row: Joshua Hensy, Austin Bain, Samuel Murdock
Second row: Daniel Smith, Jonathen Wheeler, Andrew Smith, Michael Curtin, D.J. Langstraat
Third row: Nicolas Davis, Marc Davis, Kalen Murphy, Levi Wood, Willie WaldenBryan, Francisco 
Perez
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ALL-STAR SOUTH

Jayontray Grogan #11

Jordan Thurston #72

Zane Zimmerman #79 

Juwan English #83

THIS

IS

OUR

HOUSE

PhotoBy: Nico Davis

Photo By: Lexi Buell

Photo By: Toriana Farrell

Photo By: Keylee Soto

By Nico Davis
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Four of the top players from the Wildcat’s 

football team were sent up to Germany 

for the All-Star football game of the 2013 

season. Jayontray Grogan, Jordan Thurston, 

Juwan English, and Zane Zimmerman were 

not only representing Naples but the South 

overall. Jayontray and Juwan were new 

players to the team this year, both scoring 

most of the touchdowns during the regular 

season. Jordan and Zane have been playing 

with the Wildcats for more than two years. “It 

was rainy and cold, but I had fun playing my 

sport.” Said Juwan English. Zane Zimerman 

said “It was a great experience on and off of 

the football field.” Coach Tyler let me know 

how the players were chosen. “Our choice for 

all stars came from all the coaches, not only 

our coaches but the ones from other teams. 

Touchdowns and yards throughout the season 

had a big impact, but also how the players 

ranked up against other players from differ-

ent teams. For example, we might think one 

of the players is good from our prospective 

compared to the other players on our team, 

but how they compared to players on other 

teams was what we were looking at.”

GROGAN THURSTON ENGLISH ZIMMERMAN
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Football

“The amount of heart you have 
makes you a champion” 

-Jaquon Benton

“Ultimately, I am very proud of the accomplish-
ments these young men as the season progressed. It 
is always a difficult climb during a rebuilding year. 
I believe there were times we saw our potential; we 
just had difficulty completely unifying our strengths 
needed for reaching our ultimate goal. In the end, 

however, these young men demonstrated the te-
nacity to keep fighting, the resilience to come back 
when down, and the endurance to finish the battle 

with uplifted heads. I am proud of our Wildcats          
Warriors.” 

– Dr. Steve W. Altstiel
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Our Naples Wildcat Football team was con-
fident, courageous and willing to push limits. 
Our players were strong, energetic, and inspir-
ing. The team lost motivational seniors from 
the past season, but pulled through to prove 
they are a force to be reckoned with. Through-
out the season, they went up against solid 
teams such as Hohenfels, Schweinfurt/Bam-
burg, Vicenza and Aviano. They faced teams 
ranked above them, but to them that didn’t 
mean anything. Making it to the playoffs, 
they made if farther than anyone thought they 
would. Even though they lost in the Play-Offs, 
they will continue to inspire the next genera-
tion of football players.

Layout by: Austin Bain

Vicenza

Spaghetti Bowl

Schweinfurt/Bamburg

Hohenfels

Ansbach

Aviano

Play-offs

Lost

Win

Win

Win

Lost

Lost

Lost

Junior, AJ Fisher juking out his opponents. Junior, Cameron Copeland running the ball.

Junior, AJ Fisher getting tackled 
by a Schweinfurt player.

Freshman quarterback,Ty’Rick 
Riggins breaking a tackle.

Sophomore, Aidan Miranda takes 
the ball out of the pocket.

Sophomore, Davide DiCostanzo 
kicking a field goal.

Row1: Dylan Duggar, Dakota Duggar, Zane Zimmermann, Nathaniel Cairns, Jaquon Benton, Khari Bray. Row2: Davide DiConstan-
zo, Tyrick Riggins, Aidan Miranda, Jayontray Grogan, John Lynch, Jack Rinko, Christopher Aguilar, Turon Palmer. Row3: Alexander 
Hall, Nicholas Snider, Hunter Williams, Zion Daily, Francesco Mastroianni, Cameron Copeland, Miles Davis, Jairen Enguillado. 
Row 4: Anthony Fisher, Ryan Christensen, Jeremy Atienza, Riley Wadington, John-Michael Spatt, Elijah Stacks, Deiondre Moment, 
Tristan Bradley, Michael Adams. Row 5: Shundarrius Williams, Jordan Thurston, Jake Salvitti, Joseph Thurston, Gary Smith, Juwan 
English, Terrell Staten. Row6: Aspin Duggar, Kory Mckinney, Joshua Keith, K.C. Evans, Caleb hood. Row7: Coach Moss, Coach 
A.J., Coach Duggar, Coach Heath, Coach Tyler, Coach Aaron, Coach Chris, Coach Altstiel
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All Conference Football
Zane Zimmermann: 1st Team Div. II Defensive Lineman; 2nd Team Div. II 
Offensive Lineman
Nathan Cairns: 1st Team Div. II Punter
Jayontray Grogan: 1st Team Div. II Defensive Back; 2nd Team Div. II Wide 
Receiver
Cameron Copeland: 2nd Team Div. II Running Back
Juwan English: 2nd Team Div. II Running Back
Jordan Thurston: 1st Team Div. II Offensive Lineman; 2nd Team Div. II 
Defensive Lineman
All Europeans:
Zane Zimmermann:  Offensive Lineman
Jayontray Grogan:  Defensive Back
Juwan English:   Running Back
Team Awards
Zane Zimmermann:  Best Defensive Lineman; Best Defensive Player;  Best 
Offensive Lineman
Juwan English:  Best Offensive Player: Most Valuable Player
Joshua Keith:  Most Improved Player
Kory McKinney:  Wildcat Award
Hunter Williams:  JV Wildcat Award
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Marica Staten

Fall Cheer

      Once a Wildcat always a Wildcat
                   -Hailey Evans

   Thank you for your hard work 
and dedication this season. I 
cannot believe how far you’ve 
come in just two short months! 
You know! GRRR! 
                         -Mrs. Vitulli 

Samantha Stern Taylor Otte

Emily King Holly Fielder

Coach Vitulli and Giovi
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     The Naples Wildcat Fall cheerleaders 
put in a lot of hard work and dedication this 
season. They spent many hours a week prac-
ticing stunts, tumbling, dances, and cheers. 
They showed off their skills every Saturday 
at the Football games. While the football 
players were playing, the cheerleaders were 
doing their jobs at pumping up the crowd 
with their cheers and elite halftime routines. 
Not only did they cheer for Football they 
also cheered on the boys and girls volley-
ball teams at some of their home and away 
games. The fall cheerleaders were a great 
example of what a hard working team looks 
like. They started off the season with a new 
team and ended the season as sisters. 

Layout by: Michael Curtin

Cheer team performing their halftime routine at a home game Leading the crowd -Go Wildcats!

Junior, Marica Staten, pumping 
up the crowd.

Seniors; Akashia, Hailey, and 
Carrie enjoying the game.

Taylor Otte performing a baja. Freshman, Amber Albano, smiles 
for the crowd.

Front: Akashia Dixon, Taylor Otte, Holly Fielder, Samantha Stern, Emily King
Middle: Rica Staten, Juno ponce, Maddie Chandler, Enecia Hopes, Carrie Welch
Back: Amber Albano, Gabriella Clark, Hailey Evans, Angie Baker, Serena Hansen, Brooke Murdock

Junior, Samantha Stern, dancing 
during halftime.

Freshman. Emily King, cradling 
from a stunt.

Sophomore, Madison Chandler, helps lead the crowd with some 
cheers.
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Tennis

“We’ll let our rackets do the 
talking.”

-George Shaffer

“Tennis is such a mental game.  You often win 
or lose the match before you ever even step 

onto the court.”
-Mr. Steadham
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 The tennis team was off to a great start this 
year with tons of new players. Everyone was trained 
and ready for the season. New additions included 
freshmen: Alicia “Jo” Nottrott, Lelia Thorp, Jerra 
Ewing, Elijah Mroch, and Anna Gilfoy, all of whom 
performed very well for their first season. Helena 
Zirkle and Alicia Nottrott were both new to the team 
this year. Nevertheless, as a doubles team they went 
undefeated for the season and had the privilege to 
travel for every match. Alicia and Jerra were the only 
freshmen to go to Europeans.
 Their captain, George Shaffer, also went un-
defeated and placed at Europeans. “We did well in the 
season and took third at Euros, which is the best the 
tennis team has done in a long time,” stated George 
Shaffer, “This season was amazing and I really feel 
that the team will be able to preform better and have a 
chance to take it further in Europeans next year.”
 Returning players, Tori Murdock, Chris 
Bracken, George Shaffer, and Malachy Mroch were all 
up for a fantastic season. Although the team had many 
new players, they won many matches and did a great 
job at Europeans. Hopefully, most of the players will 
return in the fall. If they work as hard as they did this 
season, they’re guaranteed to improve and do an even 
better job next year.
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Photos by: Alli 
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To the left:
Helena Zirkle 

and Alicia 
Nottrott warm 
up together. 
To the right:
Lelia Thorp 

returns a lob. 

To the left: 
Tori Murdock returns 

a serve. 

To the right:
John Sullivan adds 
to this score after 
winning a game. 

Photos by: Mrs. Spatt

Anna Gilfoy, Katie Bracken, and Lelia 
Thorp smile for a picture with three 
AOSR students to show their sports-
manship before a match. 

Left to Right:
Back: Coach Steadham, Elijah Mroch, Lelia Thorp, George Shaffer, Alicia Nottrott, Malachy Mroch, 
Tori Murdock, Chris Bracken, Anna Gilfoy, Tristan McClune, Frances Aquino, John Sullivan, Helena 
Zirkle, Jerra Ewing
Front: Joe Deneke, Ryan Wood

Photo by: Alli Record

Chris Bracken and Jerra Ewing playing on a doubles team. 
Photo by: Mrs. Spatt
Frances Aquino hits the ball at a 
home match. 

Photo by: Sara Mays
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Cross Country
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“It does not matter how 
slowly you go as long as 
you do not stop,”

 –Confucius
 Captain: 

Isabella Lucy

“Running is a mental sport . . . 
and we’re all insane!”

-Coach Noonan

It was a lonnnnng road 
that lead to Europeans.

Division || Second Place
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 Coach Noonan had an amaz-
ing cross country team this year. Even 
though the girls’ team started out small, 
with the addition of Kylie Beltz and 
Amanda Ortega later on in the season, 
they had some fantastic runners and 
were very supportive team mates. The 
boys were driven and competitive, espe-
cially when it came to who got to travel. 
This seemed to make them work harder 
every single day at practice and it’s safe 
to say every one tried their best at the 
races. Both teams were undefeatable all 
season and incredible to watch.
 Runners bonded immensely 
during practices and trips with activi-
ties such as eating popsicles and having 
“Fun-Days.” The boys made everyone 
laugh by singing all the time, mostly 
their favorite song “Lime Tree” by Trev-
or Hall. Everyone obviously had a great 
time and really enjoyed being with each 
other.
 Although both teams suffered 
from injuries, including Isabella Lucy 
in the beginning of the season and Brett 
Baldwin at the very end, everyone even-
tually pulled through and each teams’ 
top seven boys and girls went on to win 
second place at Europeans.
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 Photo by: Toni Bradbury 
Marshall Saunders, Jacob Gray, and Bret Baldwin race together at 
their first home meet of the year.

Photo by: Mrs. Spatt 
Ian Boggs collects his number stick from Mrs. Brandon once he 
reaches the finish line. 

To the right:  
Photo by: Toni Bradbury 
Brett Baldwin runs at a 
home race in Carney 
Park.

To the left: 
Photo by: Alli Record 
Kylie Beltz and Amanda 
Ortega run together at 
a home meet in Carney 
Park. 

To the right: Xander Laney, Ryan 
Knapp, Marshal Saunders, Matthew 
Collins, Raekwon Sallywhite, Austin 
Segura, Jacob Gray are prepared 
to run at Europeans.
To the left: Caroline Bracken, Katye 
Cairns, Isabella Lucy, Isabela 
Melendez, Amanda Ortega, Jessica 
Poluhowich, and Amelia Chaston 
huddle together before their final 
race of the season.
Both Photos: Courtesy of Cross 
Country Team

Front: Caroline Bracken, Luca Melendez, Isabella Lucy, Matthew Collins, Jessica Poluhowich, 
Austin Segura, Amelia Chaston
Second Row: Amanda Ortega, Kylie Beltz, Ryan Knapp, Brittaney Key, Leigha Salvitti, Marshall 
Saunders, 
Third Row: Ian Boggs, Nate Price, Jacob Gray, Isabela Melendez, Stephen Nowell, Raekwon 
Sallywhite, 
Back: Connor Roberts, Isabel Hermanson, Xander Laney, Katye Cairns, Kameron Hamilton, Alli 
Record, Tremaine Sorge,    Not Pictured: Bret Baldwin
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The Naples Wildcat wrestling team showing off all of the trash they have gathered after a 
long day of hard work.

 Photo By: Naples Wrestling Coach, Vito Vitulli

Cancer Survivor, Seamus Wade, showing his support for breast cancer research.
Photo By: Emily King

Why we wear pink...
 Along with the Naples high school wrestling team picking up the trash all over the 
base, they also give back by donating some of the profits they make by selling pink breast 
cancer sweatshirts and shirts each year. All through out the campus you see all the pink 
sweatshirts and the people showing there support in the fight for breast cancer, but what’s so 
important about it? Naples middle school 8th grade wrestler, Seamus Wade knows the answer 
to that question. Although Seamus did not have breast cancer he did suffer from cancer. At 
age four Seamus was diagnosed with stage four ALL leukemia and stage four non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma. He was quickly put on a highly aggressive chemotherapy regimen that came 
from St. Jude’s Research Hospital, which is funded by people like you. Small fundraisers and 
donations saved Seamus’ life. That is what giving back is all about, and that is the goal of the 
Naples wildcat wrestlers of 2014.
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GIVES BACKGIVES BACK
WRESTLING 

“Part of being a citizen in any community is active involvement.  It is 
extremely gratifying to see our future citizens become involved in our 
community in a project such as this.”

  -Principal Duane Werner 

By: Emily King

 The Naples High School wrestling team spent Tuesday, January 7th giving back to the community on 
the Support Site in Naples.  Among other things, the team picked up trash and cleaned the dumpster areas. A 
focus of this year’s Wildcat Wrestling Team is to give back to the community.  The team is privileged to benefit 
from the Naples Military Community and wants to share their admiration of the community by a small cleanup 
project.  The team is also finding as much recognition out in the community as they do on the wrestling mats.  
According to Coach Vito Vitulli, “Cleaning up the Support Site was the least we could do.  It was a nice way to 
give back to the community that does so much for us.  It was wonderful to do this around the holiday season.  
Many of our parent volunteers live on the Support Site.”  Team Captain Luca “Big Claws” Melendez said, “We 
wanted to show our appreciation.  The Booster Club, NOSC, PTSA, and the community at large volunteer their 
time all too often for our benefit.  This was a small token of our appreciation.” So while the Naples High School 
Wrestling team certainly deserves the support for their many athletic accomplishments, it is their work in the 
community that has earned them extreme respect this year. 



Wrestling
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Coach Vitulli holding his 
son, Angelo.

“It has been an honor and privelage to be the 
captain of this team. We took 3rd in Europe and 
are proud of that accomplishment!”
     -Luca Melendez

We had a really young team.  
Hard work and determination 
secured the team third place at 
European Finals in Wiesbaden.  
We are very proud of their ac-
complishments.
- Coach Vitulli
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This year’s Naples wildcats Wrestling team 
came back from a rebuild season. They had 
middle school students, and many new fresh-
man on the team. The coaches and captains 
taught the new wrestlers who quickly learned 
the ropes. To give back to the community, the 
wrestling team cleaned up the base. There 
were a lot of volunteer coaches who spent 
their time helping the team during the season. 
They rivaled with Vicenza every meet and 
fought their hardest. They had man wres-
tlers qualify for Europeans with Miles Davis 
taking 4th and Jordan Thurston taking 5th.  
They ended the season how they started it, 
staying strong and united as a team. “I was 
wrestling and I heard Coach Justin scream to 
break my opponent down, and when I did it, 
hearing him scream, “that’s how you do it!” 
really showed me that my whole team was 
there to support me.” Says Matthew Farrugia. 
There are a lot of returners for the team next 
year, and they’re looking forward to a great 
season. Never forget the Fabbugah Phenom-
enon.
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Josh Hensy takes down an opponent. Kory McKinney puts his opponent in a submission.

Jordan Hoffman declard winner. Anthony Fisher throws his 
opponent to the floor.

Jordan Thurston prepares for an 
attack.

Nathan Cairns goes head to head 
with his opponent.

Front: Mitchell Plante, Matthew Williams, Davide DiCostanzo, Josh Hensy, Miles Davis, Luca Melendez, Anthony 
Fisher, David Whiting; Row 2: Dante Stabile, Samuel Funk, Seamus Wade, Trevor Held, Kendricq Williams, Tyrone 
Pittman, Alexander Hall, Kevin Swisshelm, A.J. De Asis, Marco Lindeblad; Row 3: Dakota Duggar, Ivan Garcia, Michael 
Greene-Clinkscales, Santos Figeuroa, Davis Steiner, Franky Mastroianni, Patrick Hanshaw, Alec Williams; Back: 
Tremaine Sorge, Deiondre Moment, Caleb Hood, Matthew Farrugia, John Lynch, Edwin Whiting, Michael Wright, 
Jordan Hoffman, Nathaniel Cairns, Kory McKinney, Jordan Thurston, Dylan Duggar

Coach Vitulli holding his 

Matthew Farrugia takes the win after an overwhelming fight 
against his opponent from AOSR.

We had a really young team.  
Hard work and determination 
secured the team third place at 
European Finals in Wiesbaden.  
We are very proud of their ac-
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Girls Basketball

“We have no progress without 
change, whether its basketball or any-
thing else.”
 -Captain, Shanice Alexander

“Team success - A combination 
of appreciation and envy for 
hard work, dedication, motiva-
tion and trust within each other 
to achieve a positive set goal! 
   -Coach Lee
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“We didn’t lose the game, 
we just ran out of time.”

- Coach Pennartz

Girls Basketball spread.indd   2 4/26/14   4:24 PM



Coach Lee going over plays with the team.

ball

 The Naples Lady Wildcat Basketball 
team started the season off strong proving to 
everyone that they were going to be the team 
to beat. During the regular season the girls 
went on an undefeated streak, 10-0.  They 
pushed themselves and trained harder than 
ever to get ready for Europeans. They then 
knew they had a big target on their backs when 
headed up to Wiesbaden, Germany. The girls 
played great games in pool play but sadly it 
came to an end against the Shape Spartans 
with a really close game in the quarterfinals. 
Our Lady Wildcats remained a family through-
out the season. 
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Coach Pennartz gets the Lady Wildcats ready for their game. Daria Andrews goes on defense against an Aviano player.

Captain, Shanice Alexander 
shoots a free throw.

Coach Hudson and Coach Lee

Abby Lynch defends the throw in. Ashley Forte takes a three- pointer.

Front: Daria Andrews, Jillian Thurston, Keylee Soto-Camacho, Helena Zirkle, Courtney Hall, 
Charity Hollingsworth
Back: Amber Smith, Ninah Baker, Alicia Nottrott, Zhana Espree-Belle, Madeleine Chaston, Ashley 
Forte, Shanice Alexander, Abigeal Lynch, Leinaala Esperon, Carrie Welch, Honesty Boone
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Boys Basketball

“We Make Buckets”
-BucketTeam

“Amazing things happen when 
we come together.”

-Coach Craig Lord
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The Naples Wildcats Boys Basketball Team 
had a very difficult season this year. Starting 
over with a new team, they had a lot of work 
to do if they wanted to make it to the champi-
onships again. Throughout their season they 
struggled to come together as a team, which 
hurt them every time they played. When they 
went up to Wiesbaden, Germany, for Euro-
peans, no one expected them to make it past 
prelims. When they made it into quarterfinals 
everyone was shocked, but the Boys Bas-
ketball Team didn’t stop there. They came 
together as a team and played their hearts 
out during the semifinals and made it to the 
championships. Even though they made it 
to champs, they couldn’t beat the Vicenza 
Cougars’ unstoppable force. However, they 
brought home the Divison II second place 
trophy.
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Freshmen, K.C. Evans, driving towards the basket. Naples Wildcats celebrating after a win.

Senior, Jaquon Benton, going up 
for the rebound.

Freshmen, Jacob Murdock, 
dribbling down the court.

Sophomore, Stephen Nowell, 
dribbling the ball down the court.

Freshmen, Terrell Staten, cross-
ing up an opponent.

Front: Titus Best, Jack Rinko, Jacob Murdock
Middle: Sebastian Staten, Juwan English, Stephen Nowell, Hunter Williams, Turon Palmer
Back: Ty’Rick Riggins, Kalen Murphy, Joshua Keith, Jaquon Benton, Jonathan Bray, Justin Durga-
din, Karrington Evan

Freshmen, Jack Rinko, setting up the play.
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FAC   LTY
BASKETBALL GAME

 At Naples American 
High School, the faculty 
basketball game is an annual 
event for faculty members 
and students to participate 
in. For the winter pep rally 
every year, the basketball 
players challenge teachers 
and other workers at the 
school to play a game. Once 
students from every grade 
were piled into the gym 
and Mr. Marlow had on his 
basketball mask (pictured 
on the right) the fun began. 
Before the game started, 
a boy and girl from each 
grade level volunteered to 
walk to the center of the 
gym floor for an activity. 
Once everyone was there, 
they each took turns mak-
ing shots. Of course, they 
couldn’t make it that easy. 
First, they were blindfolded 
and spun around. After this, 
the basketball game actu-
ally went underway. In the 
crowd, students cheered with 
anticipation for their best 
friends and favorite teachers. 
As usual, it was a tough call. 
The basketball players played 
well, but like every year the 
students allowed the teachers 
to win to spare their pride. 
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SPORTS CAMP
 This year, the many 
Naples Wildcats sports teams 
hosted numerous sports 
camps as opportunities to 
teach young children new 
skills and proper technique.  
The Lady Wildcat basketball 
team hosted a 2- day training 
camp that offered skills such 
as dribbling, shooting, and 
running defensive drills. The 
basketball camp was orga-
nized to raise funds for the 
girl’s upcoming European 
championship tournament 
in Germany. Along with 
The Lady Wildcat Basket-
ball team, the Naples Fall 
and Winter Cheer team also 
put together a 1-day cheer 
camp. The children came to 
learn cheers, dances, stunts, 
and many more. At the end 
of each camp, the children 
performed during half time 
at a football and a basketball 
game. They performed 3 
cheers and a dance routine 
they learned that day.  Cheer 
coach, Mrs. Vitulli, organized 
the cheer camp to fundraise 
for the trip to Europeans at 
the end of the season. The 
many Wildcats of Naples 
American High School share 
their passion in the sports 
they play and hope to pass it 
on to the next generation of 
Wildcats.

WILDCAT
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Winter Cheer

 I couldn’t be more proud of 
this team and what we’ve accom-
plished this season. Each individ-
ual had some sort of special talent 
that contributed to how we were as 
a whole. 2nd place is nothing to be 
ashamed of!
 -Lexi Buell

 You all are the best team Naples 
has ever seen! I am so privileged to 
work with such talented, determined, 
hardworking, kind-hearted people. 
Thank you for a truly fantastic
season!
  -Coach Vitulli
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 The Naples Wildcat Cheerleaders 
attended the DoDDS-Europe Basketball 
and Cheerleading Championships held in 
Wiesbaden, Germany, February 19-22.  The 
twelve varsity cheerleaders cheered on 
the men’s and women’s basketball teams 
throughout the tournament. Naples also 
competed for the Division II title for the team 
competition held on Saturday.  Judges were 
looking for crowd-leading skills, motion 
technique, spirit, energy, and jumps, tum-
bling, and stunting ability.  The Naples Wild-
cat Cheerleading team earned second place at 
the competition, behind the Ansbach Cougars 
and ahead of the Rota Admirals. Coaches 
Kathryn Vitulli, Victoria Yee, Tara Gray, and 
Helen Freiermuth, are extremely proud of the 
team’s performances and accomplishments at 
the tournament and throughout the season. 
Congratulations and GO WILDCATS!

Layout by: Emily King

Rica Staten Cheering during a 
halftime.

Taylor Otte leads the crowd while 
partner stunting.

Emily King Stunting during a game 
against Vicenza.

Samantha Stern and Austin Bain 
stunting during a time out. 

The Wildcats hit a perfect double 
cupie to finish off there routine.

FIRST ROW: Juno Ponce, Amber Albano, Shannon Byrnes, Taylor Otte, Victoria Molmer
SECOND ROW: Akashia Dixon, Emily King, Enecia Hopes, Marica Staten, Samantha Stern
THIRD ROW: Serena Hansen, Austin Bain, Brooke Murdock, Samuel Weitzman, Hailey Evans, 
Michael Curtin, Alexis Buell

The Wildcat cheerleaders in Wies-
baden, Germany.

Photo by Joshua L.DeMotts. Used 
with permission. © 2014 Stars and 
Stripes

Lexi Buell and Enecia Hopes per-
forming at Europeans.
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Rifle Team

“We came, we shot, we conquered.”
  -Brittney Key

“Thawk free zone!”
 -Lt. Rod Light
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Vicenza  Win

Sierra Dye, John-Michael Spatt, and Mikolaj Marszalek. Leah Bushey checking her target.

Mikolaj Marszalek. Jayse Simpson, John-Michael 
Spatt, and Mikolaj Marszalek 
reading there targets.

Sierra Dye, John-Michael Spatt, 
and Mikolaj Marszalek.

Brittney Key loading her rifle.

FIRST ROW (left to right): Leah Bushey, Sierra Dye, Tyler Bredlow
SECOND ROW (left to right): Jasia Liane Nicolas, Edwin Alexander Dela Cruz, John-Michael Spatt, 
Mikolaj Marszalek, Ryan Christensen, Juliya Key
NOT PICTURED: Brittney Key and Jayse Simpson.

Layout By: Emily King

This year Naples definitely had its strongest 
air rifle team in years. Fresh talent and new 
members added expirience and talent to the 
team. Not only were there several high-scoring 
marksmen on the team, they also possessed a 
team-wide strength that allowed them to win 
the annual match against Vicenza this year, 
something that hasn't happened in several years. 
Naples also took the first, second, and fourth 
places in the individual shooter rankings against 
Vicenza, another impressive feat. As the season 
progressed, the team saw great improvement and 
continued to win most of its matches before fi-
nally finishing one of its highest-scoring seasons 
ever. It was a very successful season and one to 
be proud of. 

cutline
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Swimming
“Think like a Bumblebee, 

train like a racehorse.”
-Victoria Krause and 

Harley Williams

Coaches quote
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Senior, Brian Thibodeau, diving into the 
water.

Senior, Vicky Krause, ready to dive 
into the pool.

Freshmen, Francis Reymund Carlos, doing 
the butterfly.

SPORTS 4.indd   2 4/4/14   8:54 AM



The Naples Tiger Sharks had a very success-
ful season this year. All the hard work and 
dedication the team had and put into every 
practice paid off. They had an undefeated 
season, beating even the toughest opponents. 
The Naples Tiger Sharks were crowned the 
2013-2014 European Forces Swim League 
(EFSL) Southern Division Champions for 
the eighth consecutive year. Using the mo-
mentum from their unbelievable season, the 
Tiger Sharks went to Eindhoven, Nether-
lands for EFSL Swim Championships. The 
Tiger Sharks did something that they have 
never done before by winning the EFSL         
Championships.
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Coach Higgins, Senior Brian Thibodeau, Senior Vicky Krause, 
Senior Mijke Witkamp, and Coach Randy.

7th Graders; Marissa Dye, Alyssa Yenco, Samantha Allen, and 
Carly Sharp hanging out after their races.

Sophomore, Nathanael Price, 
wearing the tiger shark mask.

8th grader, McKenna Gray, doing 
the butterfly.

Coach Higgins going over times 
with 7th grader Carly Sharp.

Naples Tiger Sharks celebrating 
after a victorious race.

Front row: Emily Patterson, Victoria Krause; 2nd row: Marissa Dye, Nick Sherer, Sydney Milton, Carly Sharp, 
Samtha Allen, Lydia Byum, Caitlin Quirk. Robert Dromerhauser; 3rd row: Anika Mustard, Andrew Smith, 
John Sherer, Alyssa Yenco, Erin Dromerhauser, Harley Williams, Marshall Saunders, Hunter Williams, Maura 
Patterson, Jerra Ewing, Liam Gyles, Francis Carlos; 4th Ingrid Bydwell, Brandon Oestreicher, Sydney Bidwell, 
Kyla Hallum, Zachary Oestreicher, Bret Baldwin, Zane Zimmermann, Joshua Keith, Brian Thibodeau, Ian Boggs, 
Connor Roberts, Jacob Gray, Isaac Stacks5th row: Holton McQuinn, Max Milton, McKenna Gray, Chris Levine, 
John Lynch

Naples Tiger Sharks diving into the the pool

Win

Win

Win

Win
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Baseball

“SEAHAWK!!!!” 
 -Captains Samuel Murdock 
and Josh Wieder

“Just put the bat on the 
ball.”
 -Coach Marlow
 and Coach Zimmerman
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This year the Naples Baseball team started out 
stronger than ever, living up to their reputation of 
an undefeated season. Coach Marlow says, “This 
season is awesome, we’re reigning champions 
since 2013, with a lot of amazing talent this 
year.” They are currently finishing their season 
26-0 and hoping for another Division II Europe-
an Title. The Naples Wildcats Baseball team is a 
strong contender to come out on top at Europe-
ans for the second year in a row.
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@ Sigonella
VS Vicenza & 

Aviano
@ Aviano
@ Vicenza

VS Sigonella

Captain, Samuel Murdock Zane Zimmermann

Kory Mckinney Davis SteinerCoach Marlow Captain, Joshua Wieder

FRONT: Davis Steiner, Alexander Hall, Jordan Hoffman, Donovan MoralesJosh Wieder, George 
Shaffer, Robert Dromerhauser
BACK: Jordan Thurston, Johnathan Bray, Joshua Thurton, Josh Hensey, Zane Zimmermann, Sam 
Murdock, Joshua Keith, Brayden Finn, Kory Mckinney
NOT PICTURED: Zach Oestereicher

Jonny Bray The team getting ready for their 
game against Sigonella.
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Softball

“Progress always involves risk. You 
can’t steal second without taking your 
foot off first.” 
  Captain Vicky Krause

The Lady Wildcats Softball team lost a lot of 
great players from last year’s team leaving a 
lot of holes in their line up, but it didn’t have 
as big of an effect as you would think. The 
coaches and the players decided to leave the 
past behind and focus on the present. The 
coaches tell the players to have a “short term 
memory” on the field. If someone has a bad 
play they don’t want it to get to their heads. 
New players had to practice hard to fill in 
missing positions, and the whole team has 
grown into a family. The Softball team has 
great potential to bring back the 1st place 
trophy from Europeans. 
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“Our greatest glory is not in 
never falling, but in rising every 
time we fall.”
   -Coach Costa

The Lady Wildcats Softball team lost a lot of 
great players from last year’s team leaving a 
lot of holes in their line up, but it didn’t have 
as big of an effect as you would think. The 
coaches and the players decided to leave the 
past behind and focus on the present. The 
coaches tell the players to have a “short term 
memory” on the field. If someone has a bad 
play they don’t want it to get to their heads. 
New players had to practice hard to fill in 
missing positions, and the whole team has 
grown into a family. The Softball team has 
great potential to bring back the 1st place 
trophy from Europeans. 
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Anna Gaughen slides under the tag into third base. Victoria Krause in the middle of her pitch.

The Lady wildcats pray before their game. Deidre Jones pitches the ball.

Abby Lynch winds up for he pitch. Shanice Alexander runs the basess.

Back Row: Tiffany Jones, Victoria Krause, Aundrea Hall, Sarah Santana, Abby Lynch, Courtney Fukumitsu, 
Shanice Alexander, Tianna Frazier, Sierra Dye, Leah Bushey, Jayla Martin, Erin Dromerhauser, Anna Gaugh-
en, Coach JoshFront Row: Davina Gutierrez, Maura Patterson, Coach Costa, Coach Tony, Harley Williams, 
Deidre Jones, Jessica Poluhowich, Dannah Lougen
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Boys Soccer

“Do all the good you can,
By all the means you can,
In all the ways you can,

In all the places you can,
At all the times you can.”
- Captains Manuel Garcia and 

Ryan Knapp 

“Too positive to be doubtful, 
Too optimistic t be fearful,

And too determined to be defeat-
ed!”

- Coach Griego
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 This year, the Naples Wildcats 
Boys Soccer team had the best start to 
any season they have had in years. Fresh 
talent, good leadership, and healthy 
team spirit helped them come together to 
defeat previously invincible opposition. 
Always pushing themselves, they played 
each game with strict goals in mind. With 
their toughest opponents yet to come, 
the Naples Wildcats Boys Soccer team is 
expected to go all the way at Europeans. 
It has been many years since Naples has 
had a chance to win Europeans and hope-
fully this is their year.
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VS Vicenza
@ AOSR

VS Sigonella 
@ Aviano

VS Florence
@ MMI

Captains, Ryan Knapp and Manuel Garcia, leading the team onto 
the field.

Sophomore, Davide DiCostanzo, celebrating after scoring a point.

Junior, Miguel  De Frutos, 
weaving in and out of Sigonella’s 
defense.

Junior, Nathaniel Cairns, kicking 
a goal kick.

Austin Zinc dribbling the ball up 
the field.

Freshman, Luke Ross, trapping 
the ball.

Front: Brayan Rodriguez, Ivanov Altamirano, David Laird, Bradley Beale, Davide DiCostanzo, Luke Ross, 
Miguel De Frutos. Middle: John-Michael Spatt, Ryan Wood, Nate Price, Ryan Knapp, David Mireut, Hunter 
Clark, Roman Schoff, Elijah Stacks. Back: Jason Wood, Tremaine Sorge, Brandon  Vaught, Manuel Garcia, 
Austin Zik, Jacob Gray, Nathan Cairns

Sophomore, David Laird, stealing the ball from his opponent.
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Girls Soccer
“O.T.O.G.
One Team, One Goal,”

-Coach Lucy

“Struggle as a 
team, succeed as 
a family.”

-Kylie Beltz
Amilia Espiet
Isabella Lucy
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Amanda James boots 
the ball towards one 
of her fellow team-

mates.

Ally Law and Taylor Otte cheer 
excitedly after a win.

Jill Thurston attempts to get the 
ball back.

Photo By: Mr. Hood 
Kylie Beltz defends the ball.

Photo By: Lexi Buell 
Amanda Ortega chases after 

the ball.

Isabella Lucy tries to kick 
the ball away from a Vicenza 
player.

Vicenza
@AOSR
Sigonella
@Aviano
Florence
@MMI
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The women’s soccer team has come back strong 
again this year with a combination of new tal-
ent and seasoned players. New players Desirae 
Carpenter and Amanda James bring a dominat-
ing offense and a tight defense to the team, with 
goalie Hannah Hood fiercely protecting the goal.  
Returning players Amanda Ortega, Courtney Hall, 
Tyler Treat, and Jill Thurston have also stepped 
up their game this year. The rest of the season is 
sure to be dynamic, with new obstacles and old 
rivalries stirring up ASIL. If the team’s attitude 
remains positive and the girls continue to give 
150%, then the Wildcats will definitely be in 
position to take the Division II European champi-
onship for the fifth year in a row.

Photos By: Lexi Buell

To the left:
Kylie Beltz 
instructs her 
teammates on 
what to do next.
To the right:
The whole team 
runs across the 
field together.

Front: Farah Guidry, Courtney Hall, Tyler Treat, Amanda Ortega, Taylor Otte, 
Isabel Hermanson, Juliya Key
Middle: Hope Macdonald, Amber Albano, Amanda James,Hannah Hood, Jillian 
Thurston, Ally Law, Seja Hart
Back: Skylar Evans, Gabriella Clark, Isabella Lucy, Amilia Espiet, Kylie Beltz, 
Kathryn Carins, Desirae Carpenter 
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Track & Field

“Running is real and relatively
 simple… But it ain’t easy”
-Captains, Austin Bain, Austin 
Segura, Millie Chaston, Ashley 

Forte

“When are champions made?
Champions are made in the off-

season!!
LOCK IN!!”

- Coach Mark Tyler
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 This year the Naples Wildcat Track 
team started off the season with a strong de-
termination to make it to Europeans. The Na-
ples Wildcat track team had a lot of potential 
and talent. They are expected to have a lot of 
qualifications and also receive an abundance 
of medals. Their relays are the strongest they 
have been in years. The men’s 4x100 and the 
men’s and women’s Sprint Medley ranked in 
the top 5 in Europe.  They are unwavering to 
be real competitors at Europeans, and bring 
the championship south to Italy for the first 
time.
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Europeans

Sophomore, Charity Hollingsworth, powering out of the starting 
blocks.

Junior, Turon Palmer, sprints his hardest in the 100m.

Junior, Marshall Saunders, and 
senior, Matthew Collins, pacing 
each other in 
the 2 mile.

Junior, Nick Snider, practicing 
110m hurdles.

Junior, Sara Mays, throwing a 
shot put.

Senior, Austin Bain, practicing 
long jump.

1st Row: Austin Segura; Marshall Saunders; Ashley Forte; Coach Tyler; Amelia Chaston; Austin Bain: 2nd Row: Aria Baker; Ella 
Coffey; Ninah Baker; Carina Cusumano; Matthew Collins; Luca Melendez; Cameron Kline; Shundarrius Williams; Akashia Dixon: 3rd 
Row: Ian Boggs; Brandon Oestereicher; Chris Braken; Alexander Laney; Stephen Nowell; Isabela Melendez; Jack Rinko; Connor 
Roberts: 4th Row: Anna Zick; Caroline Brackon; Patrick Hanshew; Charity Hollingsworth; Natoria Morris; Sara Mays; Juno Ponce; 
Raekwon Sallywhite; Madeleine Chaston: 5th Row: Patrick Carnahan; Francis Carlos; Rion Daily; Tristen Laney; Caitlin Quirk; 
Valerie Gilfoy; Kayla Music; Katelyn Bristley; John Lynch: 6th Row: Christopher Dalton; Hunter Williams; Terrell Staten; AJ. Fisher; 
Cameron Copeland; Turon Palmer; Jeremy Atienza; Gary Smith; K.C. Evans 

Senior, Carina Cusumano, com-
peting in shot put.

Freshmen, Sebastian Staten, 
jumping his highest to get over 
the high jump bar.

Senior, Ashley Forte, leads the pack in the open 100 meter.
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To: my favorite DAUGHTER,
I cannot believe this day is here, you are about to set forth your life on your own terms. Hold your head high for you have made me so very 
proud of the woman you are! I thank God, our days together were filled more with laughter than with tears, you have blessed my life more than I 
could have imagined. You are truly ahead of your time. “Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not depart from 
it.”- Proverbs 22:6. Your beauty explodes from your heart and you shower all with love. My daughter you are truly a gift from God and to him I 
give thanks for allowing me to raise you according to His will. Walk strong my love, never compromise yourself, your desires, or you goals for 
anyone, your  life has such a strong purpose no one or nothing will keep you from prospering. -Mom.
From the greatest person ever: Is it really that time already? The little one is all grown up. About to go out into the world on your own… I mean 
you still can’t beat me in any video games, or on the basketball court but you can try. When you do finally go out, do it big. Don’t be a follow-
er; Travel the path less worn. You’ve been a great little sister don’t forget that. 
If you need anything or need someone to talk to, I’m here. Just a phone call, text, or Skype message away. Do great things. 
 Love you, big head, The bestest brother ever.
Baby girl, you have come a long way…  When your brother went off to college I thought that you would have changed, but you continued on as 
though nothing happened.  I thought that you would have changed with two adults in the house, but you flourished.  You showed courage to stay 
yourself when everyone else around you especially me thought that you would of changed.  The foundations that you build are just as the dream 
I have about the young woman you would become.  I hope your dreams take you to the edge of the world.  I believe that the highest of your hopes 
will be a reality and that the windows of opportunities will be always open in your future.  Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land 
among the stars…  Oh, the places you will go, the people you will see, it’s a great time to be going off into this world..............

Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge him, and he will direct your 
paths. - Love, Dadove, Dad

Shanice Alexander
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Austin,
 It seems like we just brought you home from 
the hospital last week and here you are at 18 years old 
graduating from high school as a mature young man 
of whom we are very proud. You were actually born 
about two weeks early and at over 8 lbs. you were the 
biggest amongst your brothers at birth. Even though 
you are over two years younger than your brothers, 
you never really thought of yourself as that much 
younger. We have watched you grow from our 8 lb. 
baby boy into our handsome, smart, compassionate, 
and self-assured son.
You have never ceased to amaze us with your abili-
ties, from gymnastics, to track, to volleyball and all 
that you have accomplished in between including 
your scholastic aptitude and your ability to learn al-
most anything. We have been truly blessed with you 
from the very start and we look forward to seeing 
what else you will accomplish in the next 18 years 
and beyond! 
All our love to you! 
  Mom and Dad.
 Austin, even though we are not really brother and sister, you are the 
best baby brudder a girl could ask for. I’m so glad I have been around to watch 
you grow and become the young man you are. Like your brothers, even though 
I am not there to cheer you on, I do all the time and am so proud to see all you 
have accomplished. I can’t wait to see what the future has in store for you. Love 
you baby brudder xoxo. Breanna           
Austin, Even though we are not there to cheer you on and support you, we 
want you to know that we are very proud of what you have accomplished. We 
always boast about your achievements to all our friends-even when it might 
make us look bad or jealous. You never fail to exceed our expectations and 
even more so, rub it in our faces when you do, haha. We are so proud to call 
you our brother and cannot wait to see what you will accomplish next in this 
next chapter in your life. We will continue to support you as best we can and 
hope you never stop being the astounding young man you are growing up to 
be. Mad love lil’ brah!
Your brothers,  Douglas and James
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Lexi          BuellLEXI         BUELL

Daughter, you have always wanted to grow up so fast, well here we are and 
we couldn’t be more proud of the woman you’re becoming. As you go forth 
in life, you will realize that there is a purpose for everyone you meet. Some 
will test you, some will use you, and some will teach you. But those most 

important are the ones are the ones who bring out the best in you.Those are 
the ones worth keeping around. We admire your determination when you 

find something you believe in and respect your improving sense of integrity 
as you make better life choices in the face of peer pressure, All our best to 

you and our unconditional love, Mom and Dad.
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Patrick Carnahan
There wouldn’t be a heaven full 
of stars if we were all meant to 
wish on the same one. 

There will never be a dream exactly like your own. Follow It!
- Love Mom and Dad
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OLIVIA COLLINS
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Carina, 
You conquered the challenges of moving 7 times, attending 
6 schools, living in 3 countries; leaving behind family and 

friends and starting over again each time with acceptance and 
the realization that good things can happen even when change 

is hard. 

We are so proud of you and thrilled to see the wonderful young 
lady you have become.  You are ready to take on college and all 

the changes it brings. You will be great!

All our love, Dad, Mom, Andrew, Steven, Colleen and Liam

You are Amazing! 
A loving daughter, a feisty sister, a doting aunt, a dedicated student, an 

accomplished musician, a champion athlete, a loyal friend.

Carina Cusumano
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You’ve come a long way Amilia Maritza
Born in Far East (Japan)

Raised in the United States (Seattle)
Reared in Europe (Italy)

Love has kept you safe and sound
Throughout all your travels

Whatever lies ahead in your future
Love will continue to keep you

For you are love & light
You are a gift

Forever in our hearts
Emilio, Kemberly, Alyssa & Jack

Amilia   Espiet
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Hailey 
Evans 

“A girl should be two things: who and 
what she wants.”

~ Coco Chanel

From Hailey Bailey to Hailey - you 
always made us proud to be your 

parents.
 As you follow your dreams, re-
member that we will always be here 

for you.....
~Love Always and Forever,

Dad, Mom, Skylar, K.C., Jaren, 
Bella and Lilly
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“ For i know the plans i have for 
you,” declares the Lord, “plans 
to prosper you and not to harm 

you, plans to give you hope and a 
future.” 

Jeremiah 29:11

Seja Hart

Seja,
 You have grown into a beautiful, amazing, young woman, 
right before our eyes.
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Josh Hensy

“You have to leave the city of your comfort 
and go into the wilderness of your 

intuition. You can’t get there by bus, only by 
hard work and risk and by not 

quite knowing what you’re doing, but what 
you’ll discover will be wonderful. 

What you’ll discover will be yourself.”
- Alan Alda

We are so proud of all the adversity you have 
overcome and successes in your 

life.  God’s speed my son!!!
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Ryan, 
How quickly the years have 
passed and now you are 
embarking on a whole new 
adventure!  We love you and will 
always be there for you.  We hope 
you find your passion and realize 
your dreams. 
 
We love you more than you will 
ever know, love Mom and Dad 

 Ry, 
From making sure you 
always sat in the back seat, 
while I got the passenger 
seat to being the biggest 
bully to you. I promise I 
was looking out for your 
best interest.    
  
Love you Bro. 
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Toyi-Toya,
 How has is it all gone 

so quickly? You have become 
such a wonderful, beautiful, 
mature young woman right 
before out eyes! You have 

truly blossomed under the sole Italiano. 
Who is going to be mom’s early riser/

helper? We will miss you and your “to-do” list. 
We are so proud of your accomplishments and who 
you’ve become. Stay true to yourself and unafraid 
of standing up for what you believe, Life is about 
choices, so always ake choices you can live with 

five years later. Always see- and observe. We love 
you dearly and are always here for you. We are 

very excited to watch you launch into your life’s 
adventures. Good luck at school and in all that 

you do. – With all out love, Mami, Daddy, Isabel, 
Christian and Sophia.

Victoria       
    Krause
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Not many people can say that 
they were born and graduated 

high school in Naples, Italy, but 
here we are 18 years later. As 
you move on to the next phase of 

your life, know that we could not be 
more proud of the young woman 

you have becme. You are truly a 
blessing and have brought a world 
of happiness to our family. We love 

you so much. 
~ Mom and Dad

Good job, Ally!  You are the greatest little sister ever! 
Good luck in college and your future. 

I love you very much. -Chris

Alexandra Law
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“For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the 
Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, 
plans to give you hope and a future.” Jeremiah 

29:11

Time is a funny thing. It’s not just ‘wibbly wobbly,’ 
it’s sneaky and very fast. One moment we are 
holding a tiny, wiggly, beautiful baby girl, then the 
next we’re saying happy graduation to a beautiful 
young woman. You’ve come a long way from that 
tiny girl we brought home. The road that brought 
you here has crossed oceans and continents. It 
has included teachers, family, and friends in three 
countries, all of whom are better off from having 
known you. We know most of your life for the last 
eighteen years. We don’t know what the next few 
of your life will be like. We do know that you are 
capable of great things, we know that if you want 
to accomplish something - you do, we know that 
God’s plans for you are good, and we know that 
wherever you go, whatever you do, we will be 
proud of you, thinking of you, praying for you, 
and loving you. Congratulations, Audrey. You 
were and are one of the greatest gifts God has 
ever given us.

We love you forever. 
Love,

Mom and Dad

AUDREY MARTIN
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Brooke, 
You will  forever be our Little Girl with the 
Biggest Heart and The Most Loving Spirit; 
Never lose those! There is not a mountain 
that you can’t Climb or an award  you 

can’t achieve  Brooke, you’ ve proven that!  
You can become ANYTHING  you choose !!!  
We are Very PROUD of you Brookie Boo! 
Never Stop Pursuing Your Dreams Baby 
Girl!! Always remember that We are here 

for you!  Family First Always!!! 
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Ajselaaaa!
 Hey baby girl, you’ve made this year so much fun for me 
and the girls! I’m so glad we became close and that I got to know 
you better because you’re actually amazing! You can be dumb at 

times but most of the time you are a sweetheart and the most honest 
person i know. I’m really happy that you finally started com-

ing out with us this year. You’re the life of the party and I never 
get bored with you ! You’re extremely fun and outgoing and I love 
that about you. I don’t want you to leave for college!!! Stay with 
me haha to voglio un mondo di bene ! Devi imparare I’ Italiano 

amore mio, cosi parllamo insieme! - Si na zocci amo. 
Love, Marta 

Ajsela Toci
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SAMUEL
     WEITZMAN

Sam, 
 We are proud of 

you and all you have 
accomplished. You 

have grown to be out-
standing young man- 

we wish you the best in 
the years ahead!

                                 Love,  
 Mom, Dad, Lily and 

Cricket

P.S- Dad says, “Keep on 
the straight and nar-

row, skipper!”
Mom says, “You will al-

ways be my baby”
Lily says, “I get your 

room”
Uncle Si says, “Hey!”

Cricket says. “Woof”
And the fox says. “Ring, 
ding, ding, ding, ding, 

dingeringding!”
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  I’m always enormously proud of you and particularly on this special day. You are the best son 
that anyone could possibly hope for and I know you will go on to do amazing things in your future. 
Make wise choices in life, never be afraid to admit you were wrong and remember, good things come to 
those who work hard for them. I love you very much and am very proud of you. - Dad

 Seeing you growing and becoming the handsome young man you are now, is the best wish a mother can dream of. You can 
achieve whatever you want in life. All you got to do is believe that you can.
“To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream, not only dream, but also believe” (Anatole France)
I believe in you!-Mum
 As you complete this phase of your life and prepare to move on to the next, your mother and I could not be prouder. You 
have excelled these past few years in the face of adversity and learned some hard lessons of life along the way. Be steadfast in 
your dedication to your studies, always think before you act, stay true to your family and friends, and you will successful. Your 
mother and I love you very much, wish you the very best of luck and support you in your future endeavors.-Jeff

Jason
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Aria Baker

My Dearest Aria,
 You have grown to be as expressive and unique as you name. As you continue to grow you will expi-
rience that life comes at you from many angles, but dont’t you worry you’ll find your way. Be something 
you love and understand. And remember, your troubles come and they will pass, so take your time and don’t 
live to fast. Follow your heart and nothing else, as what others care about may not be what you want. Just be 
yourself! You mothers, sisers and my arms will always be open to you. 
We look forward to hearing and sharing in the next chapter of your life and all the adventures it has to offer 
you. Embrace those moments and remember them fondly. Life is truly beautiful and the world’s doors are 
always open for you to enter and expirience. Do so with confidence, anticipation, and great joy!
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 Once a Wildcat 

 As the school year draws to an end, when all of the exams have been taken, classes have ended, the     
 halls are empty and the anticipation of summer has begun, the feeling of excitemnt for the future and the hope of   
 finding who you are sets in. We as students of NAHS treasure the memories that were made this year, along with  
 the friends we’ve made, shaping who we are in the present. 

C ongratulations
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halls are empty and the anticipation of summer has begun, the feeling of excitemnt for the future and the hope of   
  

Senior Class of 
                   2014

   

               Always a Wildcat 

 
 Wherever you may go in your near destination, wether it is college, a new school, a new country or    
 exploring a new life, never forget what you’ve learned of value from Naples American High School. Always   
 on our minds and forever in our hearts. We will always be one school, one class, one family and metaphorically, 

 one wildcat.  Explore Your Future.
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2013~ 2014

View of The Bay of Naples taken from Castel Dell ‘Ovo
Photo by: Austin Bain
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Once a Wildcat,

Layout By: Hailey Evans
Photo Credits: Allison Record
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always a Wildcat.
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“You can never cross the ocean
 until you have the courage to 
lose sight of the shore” 
     -Christopher Columbus
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